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V.. IMPLICATIONS OF ENLARGEMID:rT

BUDGET OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIESFOR

FINANCIAL

THE GENERAL

BASIC HYPOTHESES

Examination of the financial implications of accession may begin with 

analysis of the question: "What would be the Communi ties 
I expenditure

and resources if the existing policies, instruments , aid measures

premiums, etc. were applied as such to the new Member States from
1978?II This hypothesis implies that there would be no special aid.
We shall suppose that the Three have made the necessary arrangements to
fulfil the conditions required for the application of the present
Community instruments. On principle, appropriations for commitment
will be considered as being equal to appropriations for payment , which

means that we can refer simply to "appropriations

This memo gives very general and provisi onal initial estimates

based on macroeconomic indicators by sector. The figures arrived at

should therefore be viewed with extreme caution. A more detailed

analysis , in particular as regards the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF
could follow in four weeks I time.

EXPEND I TORE

Guarantee Section of the EAGGF

In the absence of recent records of supplies by product , an initial

estimate has been made on the basis of the ratios for production
areas between the Three and the Nine (using 1974 figures for Spain
and 1975 figures for Greece and Portugal , broken down by major

product categories. These ratios have been applied to the 1978
budget figures , which do not take into account the rtdual rate" or
monetary compensatory amounts 1 The estimates also disregard the

implications of the planned readjustment of the agricultural policy
wi th regard to the Mediterranean regions.

As regards the first two products it should be pointed out that
Community aid is directly linked to production, though more so in
the case of olive oil than in the case of tobacco. Substantial
expenditure is to be anticipated for olive oil, tobacco and wine
in particular.

1 We assume that
, at least in the initial period following accession, the

green rate and the market rate for the Three will be equal , and that

there will be no MCAs.
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On the other hand, milk products, which account for 40% of the "g1.larantee
expenditure of the Nine, would playa major role only in Spain, where
per ca-pita milk consumption is very close to the Col)lIIlunityaverage.

Expendi ture of the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF for 1978

million illA
EUR-9 SPAIN The THREE EUR-12GREECE PORTUGAL

1. Expenditure
(without
"dual rate
and without
MCAs)

600 1100--1150 8060
8110 (1)

6 960 100--150400

2. For comparis-
on:
Expenditure
for ITALY
( estimate
wi thout "dual
rate" and
without MCAs)

The following rule has been applied for rounding figures: EUR-9 figures
have not been rounded (they reflect 1978 budget figures), whereas those
for the Three and EUR-12 have been rounded very considerably.

1300

Straightforward addition of the figures for the individual countries
gives a total , for the Three , of 1 100 - 1 150 million EliA. Given the
bases on which the calculation has been made and the expenditure for
Italy; this figure should be interpreted to mean that the overall cost
for the Three , as regards the Guarantee Section, will probably be between
1 000 and 1 500 million EliA.

V. 2. 2 The Guidanoe Section of the EAGGF

-----------------

Orders of magnitude for .assistance from the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF Can be worked initially on the basis of the following hypotheses:

(a) application of the measures already in force within the Nine (the
proposals for adjustments or new measures will be disregarded);

(b) ratio of new members to EUR-9 for indicators of the production
potential;

(c) explioi t account taken of the backwardness of agrioul tural structures

in the applicant countries.

The "agricultural production potential" consists of a fairly constant
component , utilized agricultural area, and a variable component, the
farming population. In both cases , the ratio betHeen the Three and the
Nine is of the same order of magnitude , i.e" about 1 : 2. It is slightly
higher, hoHever, in the case of the farming population, and it is this
latter indicator Hhich will be consider'6-cl' t't::rs1;".. i."

On its own the increase in the farming population following accession

(+ 55. 5%) will account for only part of the increase in requirements , for

the structural situation in the applicant countries is far more worrying
than in the present Member States: the salient features of agriculture

in the applicant countries are very small farms , a difficult climate

and/or poor land and a defective . marketing system.

. . ..

The production structure in the Three as a whole bears a certain resemblance
to that of Italy.
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In order to take into account the additional requirements 
restll ting

from these structural shortcomings
, the figures ca1ctllated on the basis

of the farming population have all been increased by 50%1
These

figures are given below.

Guidance Section of the EAGGF - basic indicators and
expendi ture for 1918 million EUA

EUR-9 GREI!:CE SPAIN PORTUGAL The T1ffiEE EUR-

Indicators
requirements

utilized agri-
cul tural area(UAA,

93. 404 155 32. 018 170 45. 403 138. 801

of EUR-9 100 34. 48.

Farming
population
million

13.

EUR- 100 13. 10. 55.

II. Financial
requirements

of EUR-9 100

million EUA 413 100 200--250 50--100 350--450 800--900

1 Appropriations for commitment in very round figures

Aggregate requirements for the Three as a whole therefore work out
at 400 million EUA (250 million EUA without the fixed standard 50%
increase) .

V. 2. 3 Social Fund

------

The assistance that would be needed from the Social Fund 
m~ be estimated

on the basis of indicators expressing the difficulties regarding unemploy-
ment compared with Italy and Ireland. 

Great caution is necessary here

however, given the different definitions of unemployment used in the 
national statistics and the fact that the role of under-employment is
difficult to aSsess.

If benefit payments per unemployed and employed person were similar to
those in Italy, the Fund vlOuld spend approximately 100 million EOA

for the three new members. A level similar to that in Ireland would
cost 300--550 million EOA.

This method is the same as that adopted for the Commission
s Opinion on

Greece; it was also used on the accession of nernnark
, Ireland and the

United Kingdom, and again for the initial 
foreoastsconcerning Portugal.
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The following estimates are based on the assumption that payments per unemployed
in Portugal: close to the amounts paid in Ireland (230 - 260 EUA)in Spain close to the amounts paid in Italy (160 ~ 200 EUA)
Basic data for estimating assistance from the Social Fund

person l'1ould be

Population Unemp1oy Approx. Per Assistance from Social Fund

1975 ment ratE no. Capita

total work;ing end 1976 unemployed GDP % of Fund in terms 1978 per capita
end 1976 1975 allocated 1978 appro"... employed unemployed

million million 000 EUA 1973- riations 1 EUA EUA

million EUA

Italy 55. 19. 1200 000 300 21. 122 100

Irelanc 110 000 900 290

Greece 100 000 750

Spain 35. 12. 5~80 0880
200

PortugaJ 14- 400 000 - 300
500 000

1 Total appropriations of the 1978 Social Fund: 569.
5 million EUA.

This gives the following results:
Portugal: 90 - 130 million EUASpain 80 - 120 million EUA

The expenditure for Greece has been estimated - again taking in account the working population

- at 20 - 50 million EUA

Expenditure under the Social Fund for 1978 in million EUA

EUR-9 GREECE SPAIN PORTUGAL THE THREE: EUR-

rounded up

570 20-50 80 - 120 90 - 130 i90 - 300 750 - 900

2. 4. Be~~n~l

The three applicant countries ' share of the Fund should correspond to
the share of the GDP of their development regions (whole of Greeoe
\'1ho1e of Portugal , west and South-West Spain in the total GDP of the
development regions in EUR-12.
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Expendi ture under the Regional Fund for 1978 in million EUA.

EUR-9 Greece Spain Portugal The Three EUR-

Share the dev~ 10. 12. 42. 100
elopment regions
GDP in %
EUR- 100

Expenditure 1978 581 105 190 1,25 420 1000

An ,additional 400 - 450 million EOA would therefore be required for the three
applicant countries.

5. Other expenditure

The other general budget expenditure in respect of the applicant countries -
except the fixed reimbursement of 10% of own resources - must be estimated
on the basis of the population ratio.

Other general budget expenditure for 1978 - all institutions

excluding reimbursement of 10% of own resources) in million EUA

EUR-9 Greece Spain Portugal The Three EUR-

1975 population
-million 258 35. 311

of EUR-9 100 13. 20.

Other
expendi ture

~a) EUR-9 1382
Other - 200 300 1600-allocation
the basis 1700

loin very
round
figures
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Overall expenditure on research, industry, energy, transport , develoPllle;nt
cooperation, staff and operation would therefore amount to about 300 million
EUA for the Three.

Total expenditure

The estimates for the major items are added together in the rollowing table.
The results are given in very round figures.

Recapi tulation of 1978 expenditure in million EUA

EUR-9 Greece Spain Pol'tugal The T~~d EUR-

y:;:!.~::~

8666Guarantee 400 600 100-150 1l00-1l5C
Section th.
EAGGF rounder

figu.res
1000-150C 700-10. 200

Guidance Sect-
ion the 473 100 200-250 50-100 350-450 800 - 900
EAGGF

Social Fimd 570 20-50, 80-i20 90-130 190- 300 750-900

Regional Fimd 581 105 190 125 420 1. 000

Other items
excluding

1382 200 300 1.600-1. 700fixed la;0
reimbursement

Total exclud-
Poded Poded Podeding la;0 14'300

reimbursement 11672 700 :!.250~ 40Q..... 2300-
+/- 400135Q 560 2900

10% reimburs-
690 roundedement

800
100

TOTAL 2362 700- 1300- 400 2 400-
(very round 750 1400 600 000' rounded

figures) 15000

1 Including incidence of dual rate and MCAs.

Given a very approximate figu.re for the reimbursement of la;0 of own
resources and the particularly large margin of uncertainty as to expenditure
under the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF, the total financial implications
of accession by the Three may be estimated, with all the reservations
indicated, at 2 400 - 3 OOQ mi11iun~:FMk'-"~:r:,, .JQQ,mi11ion EUA as a
hypothetical average.
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The application of the population ratio alone to the Nine s 1978

budget would have given the same total of 2 500 million EUA, but a different

breakdown among the applicantoountries (Greece and Portugal: 420 million
EUA, Spain: 1 700 million EUA).

V;3 RESOURCES

As in section II (Expenditure), resources have been estimated on the
assumption that the new ~ember States would be fully integrated in 1978.

Pursuant to the Decision of 21 April 1970 establishing own resources , as

soon as they become fully integrated Member States Greece, Spain and Portugal
will have to contribute to the financing of the CoIDDlunity budget by paying
in all revenue from customs duties, agricultural levies and sugar contributions
and also a maximum of 1% of the uniform basis of assessment for VAT. If the

sixth VAT Directive were not applied, VAT payments to own resources would be
replaced by financial contributions based on G1TP.

Owing to the lack of basic statistics required for a detailed analysis, in
particular in the cases of Spain and Portugal, the assessments made are
approximate and merely indicate an order of magnitude.

V. 3 .1. Customs duties

In the sphere of customs duties , full integration in 1978 would essentially!
involve the application of the CCT to non-member countries and the aboli~i~n
of duties on imports from the Cominuni1;y. 

The lack of basic data already referred to is particularly marked in
the case of Spanish and Portu~ese customs duties; no figures are avail-
able for total customs revenue , geographical distribution (mainly EEC
other countries) or distribution by major product categories , or the

average incidence of the national tariff.

Consequently, the customs duties to be paid in by these two countries
have been estimated on the basis of:

i. the trend of imports from other countries (source: OECD) in the light
of the CoIDDlission departments 9. economic hypotheses;

ii. the hypothetical overall average incidence of the customs tariff.

For Greece , however, fairly detailed figures are available for
1974 and 1975, which means that a more substantiated assessment can
be given.

2. Agricultural levies

The figures for estimating resources in the form of agricultural levies
(cereals and rice , sugar, olive oil, milk products, pigrneat , beef and

veal eggs and poultrymeat) and sugar contributions have been taken from
various sources (FAO, DECD, etc.

). 

The three countries are major

importers of feed grain, mainly maiZ"\'J.A~. '

1 The figures published by the DE 
CD and in certain national publications are

not accompanied by any explanation and cannot be used.
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The hypotheses concerning the levy and contribution rates correspond
to those adopted for drawing up the 1978 budget.

V..

With regard to the basis of assessment for VAT, a method of assessment
similar to that used before 1977 for the Nine has been adopted. This
method involves using national accounting data (source: OECD). It should
be pointed out that VAT is not charged by the three countries at present.

Two figures are of importance as regards VAT resources:

(a) the proceeds from the maximum rate of 1% applied to the applicant
countries , which, with the other own resources , constitute these
countries ' capacity to contribute to the Community budget;

(b) the VAT rate that would be applicable if full integration took place
in 1978.

It transpires that the financing of the additional expendi tureresul ting
from enlargement, i. e., a hypothetical average of 2 700 million EUA, would
increase the VAT rate for the Twelve from 0. 64% to 0. 77%, the applicant
countries contributing approximate,ly 700 million EUA in the form of VAT.
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Recapitulation of resources in million EllA

EUR- Greece Spain Portugal The Three EUR-

Customs duties 483i 100 +/- 350 +/-50

+/-

480 +/-

Levies and sugaJ
contributions 063 100 +/- 275

+/- +/-

450

+/-

VAT

(a) 290 170 610 1l0 890
(b) EUR-9 rate

330for 1978:
6429%

(0) "Enlarged" 380 130 470
EUR- rate:

68577%

other revenue 136

TOTAL
rounded(a) 1% VAT 322 370 235 215 820

000
(b) EUR-9 ;rate

for 1978: 362
6429% VAT

(0) EUR- rate:
400 330 100 190 620 rounded77% VAT

000

1 The three applicant countries
' national currencies have been converted at

a recent rate - that recorded on 2 January 1978. At the 2 January 1977
rate used for the 1978 budget and the EUR-9 column, the total for the
Three would be 2 300 instead of 1 820, i. e. about 25% more.

2 It should be pointed out that if the Three were to become full members in

1978 , the Nine would suffer a major loss of customs revenue. It may be
expected , however, that accession will actually take place after duties
have progressively been abolished through the application of the various
association agreements. This process has caused minimal annual losses for
the Nine and this will continue to be the case , account being taken of the
compensation resulting from the expansion of trade between the Three and
the Nine (an aspect to be examined in greater detail).
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4. RECAPITULATION

On the basis of these estimates (which, it must again be stressed
are theoretical and very apprmdmate), what would be the net financial
implications of the accession of the three applicant countries in the
final analysis?

Let us recall the basic hypotheses:

i. full integration of the three applicant countries as early as 1978;

ii. the new Member States will have made the necessary arrangements to
fulfil the .condi tions required for the application of the present
Communi ty instruments;

iii. no special aid.

on this basis , the table below shows, for all the applicant countries , a new
borrowing requirement of the order of 1 000 million EUA which the
Nine will have to meet for the Three.

Wet financial implications in million EUA

EUR-9 Greece Spain Portugal The Three EUR-

Expendi ture 362 700 - 300 - 400 - 2 700 - 000
750 400 600 +/- 300

Resources
(VAT 0. 77%) 400 330 100 200 approx. 000
in very rom 600
figures

Balance
ooe(2) (1) approx. approx. 200/400 approx.

400 - 200/30C 000

In relative terms , the deficit would be large for Greece and Portugal
and moderate for Spain.
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FINANCIAL IMPLI CATIONS OF ENLARGEMENT

FOR THE ECSC OPERATING BUDGET

Budgetary revenue

According to the best data at present available , in 1978 production of

the key taxable products could be around the levels indicated below:

million t

Product Communi ty Greece Spain Portugal Total for
Nine the Twelve

Brown coal
briquettes

Coal 240 10. 250.

Crude steel 133 11. 145.

On the basis of the above figures, the resources from levies should be
increased as follows:

million IDA

Product Community Greece Spain Portugal Total for
Nine the Twelve

Levies 100 108.for 1978

e. an increase of about 5. 5% for the entire budget , which would take

it up to 160 million EUA (round figure) instead of 152 million WA.
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Budgetary expenditure

It may be anticipated that the effect of such an increase in resources
on the forecasts for the main items of budgetary expenditure (research,
readaptation and interest-relief grants) would be roughtly proportional
to the present volume of those items , thus involving a 5% or 6% increase
in the present figures:

million IDA

Category Present rise Total
budgetary forecasts
requirements

. ~~ . ,",. ~--

Administrative
expendi ture

Readaptation
aid

Research aid 43.

Aid the form
42.interest

relief grants

Aid for coking
coal and
metallurgical
coke

152 160

The breakdown of the additional resources by country cannot be
estimated , for it is an established fact that EeSe budgetary aid is
allocated according to an analysis of real requirements rather than
on a "fair return" basis. In the sphere of research , for example , the
policy set o~t in the Treaty of Paris stipulates that the results should
be placed at the disposal of any interested party within the Community,
but contractors are selected chiefly on the basis of the technical
efficiency criterion.

As from accession, it would also be necessary to consider the possible
requirements of the new member countries in drawing up the Community aid
programme (cheap loans from own resources) for the financing of low-cost
housing in the coal and steel sector.
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Contribution to the reserves

The three applicant countries' contribution to ECSC reserves should
be in the region .of:

million IDA

Community
Greece Spain Portugalof Nine

(31. 12. 77)
Ecse reserves 357 1.5

These figures have been calculated onthe basis of each ' country'
production of ECSC products in relation to the present nine Member
States' production, account also being taken of the foreseeable increase
in the reserves between now and the date of definitive accession.

ECSC financial activity

The three applicant countries' firms in the ECSC industries would
have the same right as those of the Nine to request the Community for
the loans provided for in Articles 54 and 56 of the Treaty. This
could result in a 5-10% rise in the annual level of financial activity

(741 million EUA in loans inI977).
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VI. 1. fO!iTQG!1~ S- I!!D!!S1R!AL- .2T!iUQ~

----------------

The data already covered by the analysis of the Macroeconomics

Group will not be referred to in this paper.

VI. 1. INDUSTRY'S CONTRIBUTION TO GDP energy, extraction, manufacturing
and construction)
The sectoral trend of GDP from 1964 to 1977 at 1963 pri ces is

set out in Table 14. This table shows the following annual rate of

growth from 1964 to 1974 :
- mini ng and quarying

- manufacturing industry

- energy

- construction

4 %

8 %

10. 4 %

11. 0 %

The overa II average rate of i nc rease in GDP (pri mary, secondary

and tertiary sectors) was 6. 8 % over the same period.

VI. HIGHLY IJIDUSTRIALIZE:D AREAS

From the viewpoint of the regional location of industry, Portugal

can be divided grosso modo into two areas : a coastal area extending from

Braga to Setubal, .where the greater part of the country s industrial

activity is concentrated , and an interior area, where agriculture is

predominant. The first area can be divided into three regions, which

account for approximately 95 % of industrial production, 90 % of GDP and

80 % of emp loyment. These figures gi v ;n-' id~' of. th~ p'resent deve lopment

relationship between this area and the remainder of the country, which
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is practicaLLy abandoned (see Tables 15 and 16). A slightly more detailed

analy.sis shows that in the abovementioned coastal area, the Lisbon and

Setubal region is fairly weLL balanced as far as the various sectors of

production are concerned, although there isa predominance of heavy industry.
In the north , production is less diversified and is mainly a.ccounted for
by the textile , ti,mber and furniture industries , thouah chemicals and
machinery do have some importance. The wool industry is concentrated in

the Lei ri a/Marinha Grande regi on, whi le mining and quarrying is concentrated

in the Tras-os-Montes region (see Table 18).

VI. 1 . 3, PAID EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

In 1975 the industrial sector as a whole in Portugal employed

11. 5 % of the total population , 33. 3 % of the occupied civi lian labour
force and 40. 4 % of wage and salary earners ; for the Community, the

corresponding figures are 16. 3 % , 41. 7 % and 46. 1 % respectively.

The various branches of industry accounted for the following

percentages of the total population

- Construction ...................

(compared with the EEC)

12.

-Mining and quarrying.. ..........
- Manufacturing industry

.........

- Ene rg 

y " '." '."

The same branches account for the following percentages of the

civi lian labour force in industry

- Energy

.........................

(compared with the EEC)

72. 74.

24. 20.

- Mining and quarrying 

..........

- Manufacturing industry

.........

- Construct ion

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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reg~rds w~ge ~nd s~ l~ry e~rners the s~me comp~ri son gi ves :

-Mining ~nd quarrying............
- M~nuf~cturing industry

.........

- Energy.........................

(comp~ red with the EEC)

71. 76.

7 %

25. 18.- Construction ..........~........

OECD sources ~lso show th~t in Portuguese industry ~s ~ whole

w~ge ~nd s~l~ry e~rners ~ccounted for 93 % of the civili~n l~bour force

the figures for the vari ous br~nches being ~s fol lows

- Mining ~nd quarrying............

- M~nuf~cturing industry.........

- Electricity

....................

100 
91. 9 %

89. 5 %

96. 3 %- Construction ...................

According to figures put forw~rd by the Studies ~nd Org~ni zation
Office of the Ministry of L~bour, there were ~pproxim~tely 500 000 workers

unemp loyed in 1976, compared with some 400 000 in 1975 and 180 000 in 1974.

The 1976 figure corresponds to approximately 15 % of the working popul~tion.

A recent survey concludes that the unemployment rate i s close to 7. 5 %

VI. SIZE OF INDUSTRIAL UNITS

Ap~rt from certain modern sectors (cement , i ron ~nd steel,

oil refining) , the characteristic feature of productive industry is still

great fragmentati on into numerous sma l.L ~nd medium-si zed fi rms.

The ~bovementioned modern sectors ~nd the petrochemicals and

fertilizer industries are n~tionalized. The public sector occupies a

very important place in industry; 13 % of employment , 20 % of added

v~lue and over 50 % of industrial investment come under the State.

It is mainly medium and large undertakings employing a large amount of
capital that ~re under State control.

1 This survey does not count young people seeking their first job

or persons living in ~ household where the head of household
has ~n income.
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Following the concentration effort between 1964 and 1972

(reducing the number of firms from 76 000 to approximately 42 000)

the proportion of firms with less than 50 workers is now 84 % ; it is

thought that there are only about 78 fi rms with over 1 000 people
employed (0. 3 %).

At a sectoral level, it is found that

(i) 75 % of the small fi rms with from 5 to 10 workers are concentrated
in the traditional sectors ~foodstuffs , textiles, clothing, footwear

and cork). The footwear, timber, furniture, printing, leather and

metal products sectors have relatively few medium-sized and large
firms. Outside the modern chemicals, iron and steel and petrochemicals

sectors, large fi rms with more than 500 workers are a lso found in
traditional sectors such as textiles and clothing.

(ii) The capital/labour ratio is generally lower in Portugal than in the
industrialized countries. The traditional industries, apart from

certain texti le subsectors , generally work with a large labour force.

The capital-intensive industries are found in the sectors producing

tomato concentrate;' beverages (with the exception of wine) , paper

pulp, cardboard and newsprint, cement , chemica ls, iron and steel

non-ferrous metals and certain metal and machinery products.

This analysis must not make us lose sight of the importance in

Portugal's industrial structure of ar'tisanal activity. This covers a

vast range of products and must occupy a large number of workers. The

lack of data , concerning both employment and the contribution to GDP

makes it impossible to assess its real importance in Por'1:ugalt

economy.

VI. 5. MTNERAL RESOURCES AJID MINING

Portugal is relatively rich in metal-bearing deposits but poor

in organic ores. The importance of mining and 'quarryi~ in GDP and employment

employment is fairly low, as was seen in sections 1. 10 (Tables 14 and 18)

and 1.
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Over 80% of the country s energy requi rements are covered

nports. Portugal' s only domesti c energy sources are water, coa 

and uranium oxide. The reserves of coal (estimated at 17 million t),

fuels of low calorific value (25 million t) and lignite (25milliont)
playa very small role in the country s supplies; the petroleum

exploration work carried out on the mainland and in Portuguese territ-

orial waters have not yet led to any positive results.

As far as other mineral products are concerned, reference

should be made to the large-scale reserves of pyrites and of i ron ore.
The reserves of wolfram are also important from the economic viewpoint

and make Portugal one of the main wolfram exporters. Nor should the

sca le of Portuga l' s tungsten resources, whi ch were estimated in 1977 at

24 000 t of metal , be forgotten. In the event of accession, these

resou.rceswould increase current Community production by around 300%,
great ly reducing the Community s dependence on the outside world. The

exploitation of these mineral riches in Portugal is generally little

developed except in the case of pyrites (Tables 19 and 20).

VI. 1 ..6. STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY

Portugal' s industrial structure is still dominated by certain
traditional sectors (such as foodstuffs, textiles, clothing, footwear,

etc.

). 

These account for 52% of employment and 60% of total exports.

From Table 21 it can be seen, for example, that the foodstuffs sector

has since 1964 accounted for a fairly large proportion of employment

and of gross value of production and .gross added value. The same phen-

omenon can be seen in texti les and clothing.

VI. 1 . 7, SHARE OF INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS IN TOTAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

of the three applicants, Portugal has

most open to external trade. In 1975 the value

ented 13% of GDP (Greece 11%, Spain 8%) and the

represented 26% of GDP (Greece 25%, Sp i'fi"' 16%:L:

the economy that i s the

of tota l exports repreS-
value of total imports
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At present, approximately 43% of total imports are covered

by tota l exports (Greece 42%, Spain 50%). In 1976 the trade defi cit
represented 16% of GDP (Greece 15% , Spain 2%). In 1974 imports of
foodstuffs and beverages represented approximately 17% of total imports

compared with 11% in 1970.

The following points can be m.ade with regard to Portugal'

trade balance in 1975c

(D In 1975 imports of industrial products (Sections 3 , 5, 6, 7, 8 and

9 of the CST) represented 69% of total imports. In trade with the

Community the corresponding figure w.as 89. 8%.

(ii) Industrial goods exported by Portugal accounted for 72. 9% of total

exports to the world and 72. 1% of total exports to the Community.

VI 0 1 ..8. PROnUCTS ACCOUNTING FOR THE LARGEST SHARE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

Like that of the other Mediterranean countries, Portugal'

trade deficit is structural. The instability of the earnings side of the

trade balance is mainly the result of the structure of exports , for these

cons; st of a limited range of products. Mention couLd be made of processed
foodstuffs , whi ch account for approximately 30%, timber and cork products,
whi ch account for between 7% and 10% , and paper pulp for 7%. Thi s smaLL

number Qf traditional sectors therefore provides over 60% of the country

exports. These traditional products are generally characterized by a low

added va lue compared with the "youngJl sectors of industry.

The new exports that have made a marked contribution to the

increase in exports include tomato concentrate , chemicals, paper pulp

and paper, non-metallic mineral products, metals and metal products,

machine tools , transport equipment and electrical and electronic equip-

ment. These account for 31% of total exports.
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The structure of imports of manufactured products stayed

relatively constant over the period 1972-7:3. The categories of

products accounting for the largest share of imports of manufactured

products are machine tools (21%) , transport equipment (18%),

electrical equipment (9%) and iron and steel (7%). These four products
accounted for 55% of total imports of manufactured goods. In 1974 the

portuguese economy began to feel the considerable weight of oi l imports
(1976: 13. 2 million t) and consumer goods.



VII.. SPAIN
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VII . 1. fiP AI!' ~ !~U~T!lI!1~S!R!!C~

--------------

The data a1rea~ covered by the analysis of the Macro-
economics Group will not be referred to in this paper..

VII. 1 . 1., INDUSTRY'S CONTRIIDTION TO GnP (energy, extract ion, manufacturing

and construction

The memo on Spain drawn up by the Macroeconomics Group

supplies data on Gnp, the overall level of industry, and the increase

in gross industrial production between 1973 and 1976.

There are no data on the trend of Gnp over the past ten

years as there are for Portugal..

The following table, however, gives some of the annual

rates of growth in industry:

Annual rates of gTowth in industry

(Percentage increase on preceding year)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

ustrial production 10.. 4.. 17.. 15.. 9..
dex

industrial product
constant prices 6.. 12.. lO. 6.. 2..
l.ndustrl.a1 product

:Ii current prices 12. lo.. 1-9'

~' .,

22..4. 23. 11.. 17.
employment 3.. 2~~r"' l..
wage earners l.. 0.. 4.. 3.. 0.. 4.. 5..

SOURCE:
INE Servicio Sindica1 de Estadfstica

Estimates based on official and trade union sources..
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In 1916, the gross industrial product was made up as follows:

Mining and quarrying ..e................' 3.02%

Manufacturing. .......... .... 

...... ...... 

....., 10.8l%

Energy............ .0.".......0..... ....... 5.3l%

Construction ........................... ..... 20.86%

Source: Ministry of Industry, "La Industria Espanola en 1976"

VII . 1 . 2.. HIGHLY IJIDUSTRIALI ZED AREAS

Of Spain I S 50 provinces, five - Barcelona, :Madrid, Valencia,
Vizcaya (Bilbao) and Oviedo (Asturias) - may be considered the most

industrialized. In 1974, they produced about 5afo of Spain s indu.strial
Gnp (Barcelona and Madrid alone accounted for nearly a third). Annual

per capita income for these provinces is about 3afo higher than the

national average (see Tables 22, 23 and 24).

The essential feature would seem to be the different concen-

tration of economic activities from one province to another. Average

per capita income in 1973 in the different provinces varied from 6&fo

to 14afo of the national average. In only 14 provinces was it as high
as the national average.

An interesting parameter for the purpose of studying the

degree of development of a :province is the percentage of the working

population in industry and in agriculture (see Table 25).

VII..1.. PAID ElVJPLO1MENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

In 1975 industry as a whole occupied 13.8% of the total

population, 38..5% of the occupied civilian labour force, and 46.
of wage and salary earners. In."'t1'le., C~~;kY, .the percentages are
respectively: 16..3%, 41.1% and 46. 1%..

The various branches of industry employ:

(i) as a percentage of the total population:
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energy 

........"....."....."....."........."......."..........

O.. Y!o (EEO figure: 0..5%)

(EEC figure: 12..1%)

Z'/o (EEC figure: O..Y!o)

(EEC figure: 2%);

mining and quarrying. 

..... ........... ....." "............

manufacturing. 

....... ."" "......... .......... ...."................

construction 

........ ......... ...... .... ........... .......

(ii) as a percentage of the civilian labour force in industry:

energy 

......... ..".... "". "".............."" ............ ...."..

2 .. Z'/o (EEO figure:
69.gfo (EEC figure: 74.6%)

(EEC figure: 2..1%)

26.. Z'/o (EEC figure: 20..

~);

mining and quarrying 

".....""..........."..............

manufacturing ....... "... ....... e...". ."."... ...... 

.......

construction 

.......".."....".................".............."......"..

(iii) as a percentage of wage and salary earners:

construction 

"...."."."""....................."........."..............

2 .. Z'/o (EEC figure: 3.. Y!o)

70. (EEC figure: 76..

(EEC figure: Y!o)

25.. (EEC figure: 18.Y!o).

mining and quarrying ..". 

...."......... ..".... ..... ..." .........

manufaotl~ing 

....... .."" .."......... ......".. ..."..........

energy .... ...... 

.".. .... ."... .................. .".." .........

The study of Spain by DG II gives a more detailed breakdown

of employment by branches.

Employment represented 3.. Z'/o of the labour force in 1974, and

rose to 5.4% in 1977.

VII . 1 ,,4. SIZE OF INDUSTRIAL UNITS

In 1915 the situation was as follows:

Number employees
per establishment 500 over 500

",. ..:-- --:= - ==:: ~=:::-

_L.&..J.::::.:::u--:o.

Share each class
the total 71. 28.. 0..

"'-'

Share total industrlal
labour force 15..

,"",.. '--"".

~:-::.q9,

~."'"

19fo
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Artisanal activity, which may well play quite a large role, is

not taken into account in this study.

We cannot aSsess its true importance in Spain's 
economy, for we

lack data both on the level of employment in this branch and on its con-

tribution to GDP"

VII . 1 .. 5. MINERAL RESOURCES AlID MINING

The Spanish subsoil contains a variety of raw materials that

are efficiently .exploited (iron, copper, lead, dnc, mercury and magnesite

ores).. There are also large deposits of phosphates and considerable

reserves of uranium" These two products have enabled the fertilizers
industry to expand rapidly and have made it possible to carry out a

nuclear energy development programme"

However, there are relatively few energy resources.. Coal

reserves are assessed at some 453 million tonnes, and production is

10..5 million tonnes; reserves of fuels .of lo~T calorific value amount

to about 1 190 million tonnes. These reserves are not sufficient

for the country s needs.. Oil fields are sparse, and supply a bare 8%

of th'3 country s demand.

The following remarks concerning the impact of Spain
s reserves

on those of the EEC arise from a preliminary study 
(see TableS 26 and 27)..

Copper

Tun,g:st en

Sulphur

Mercury

No change, although Spain s reserves might transpire to

be greater than Ireland' s..

Significant increase (some 30%)"

Spanish reserves of some 15 000 tonnes of metal, combined

with those of Portugal (24 500 t) would represent a con-
siderable increase (some 300%)..

Considerable increase (about 30%), reserves of about
20 000 000 t/elemeD:~.

._" _..

Considerable increase (abou~" 55CYj&)'; Spain possesses
about 30% of world reserves, and the ore is of very high

quality..
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VII .. 1 .6. STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY

Spanish production is fairly well diversified. .And so,

although building and construction represented 20.9% of gross industrial

production in 1976, and the transport equipment industry 10..9% (i..e..,
together, more than one-third), the following sectors also made an

important contribution:

% of gross industrial

Basic metals ...... ......... 

........ .......... 

... "..... .... ........... 8.04%

Footwear and clothing 

... ......... ....... 

.."............ ..... 1.12%

Food ........................................................"........... 1.
Chemical products 

.."... ..... ... .......... .... .... ..".."".. ,

5..57%

production

Textiles 

..... ".".."...... ........... .... ..."........ 

..... e. .... 

"..

4.. 32%

4..07%

88%

3 .42%

26%

90'f0

Paper and printing 

............"...............................

Non-metallic mineral products ....... 

......." ............. ......

Metal products

. ............... ...... ........ ...."".."."......

Machinery and electrical equipment 

........ ............. ....

Wood, cork and furniture 

..................................

VII. 1 " 7. SHARE OF IlIDUSTRIAL EXPORTS AJID IMPORTS IN TOTAL EXPORTS .AJID IMPORTS

The characteristics of Spain s total foreign trade are

recorded in the following table:
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C:OMERCIO EXTERIOR IDE '1UPARA

ICjI~1 1970 1~71 1'172 1973 1974 1"73 "'711

IMI'OHTACIONES (CIF):
Milloncs de d.slares 233 747 601 533 15.418 16. 211 17.453

Mik' tondadafl metricas. 47. 788 53.734 59.2311 6(1.774 72. 309 77.742 7HI22 115, 255

Prl'do POT tondada. d61arell, 81\ 1\11 114 132 1911 214 205

EX POJ(T AnuSES (FOB):
Millunes dl' d61arefl 900 '3117 938 690 129 078 6')5 1i.730

Milt,S de tonl'ladas mclricas. 16.376 17.850 17.753 19. 229 19.897 21.2118 20.5')() ltl.426

Prl'do por lund"da, cn dolares, 116 134 165 192 2511 332 374 330

DEFKIT(millones doC! d61.mm) 333 360 025 911 405 340 516 11.723

COI'.I'IClI!NTK Ut: COKERTUIIA

(%).

44. 59. 56. 53. 45, 47. SO,

VA.-,ian,

;'.

,on "e.,pulo 1111 alia pre,edlWIII 

(%):

IMPOlnA(' loN:
Valor. 20, 12. 33.0 44. 61.7 5.1

Cantidad, 12. 10. 12. 12.

EXPOltTAClON:
Valor. 19. 25. 23. 25. 39. 38. 13.4

antidad, -1,. 28.

DEFICIT (valor), 20. 14. 43. 51. II'),)

Ello/ue";,, de los p,ecool:

Importa-cion (1953 "" 100) 103. 111. 1111 120. 139. 242. 259. 21)().2 (I)

Exportaci6n ' (1953 "" 100) 111.1 119. 123. 131.8 155,0 208. 207. 214,1(1)

Tenn. of T,ade (1953 = 100), 107.1 107. 104, 109. lU. 116. 79;9 73.8 (I)

P4Yti,ipacion ,omercio mu"dilll:

ImPOrtacionesen del total de

Importaclonl's mundiales. 1.11

ExportacioOt's dt'! total
exportaciones mundi..ll'fI.

(I) Enero-Junio,;r~: Pit~i611 .M~ Y e1aboraeWlia 

Industrial products played an importa..l1t part in trade in

1975, representing about 7% of exports and about 7?ffo of imports"

The percentage of industrial products in trade with the

Community is even higher: 87% of imports and 65% of exports"
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VII.. , PRODUCTS ACCOUNTING FOR THE LARGEST SHARE OF EXPORTS AND IMPoR'I'S

Import s by industry

Products of three sectors account for 87. 5% of industrial products

imported:

1. Iron and steel and
shipbuilding:

2. Energy:

37.3% of total imports of industrial products
34.5% of total imports of industrial products
15.T~ of total imports of industrial products.3. Chemicals:

Imports of oil represent 23.4% of total imports of industrial

products. If Spain were not importing oil, or if it could import it

at 1973 prices, the rate of cover of imports by exports would be

~espectively, 70.5% or 63.6%, instead of the present 50%.

1. Oil:

2. Plant and machinery:

3. Iron and steel products:

An analysis of products imported shows the importance of:

% of total imports of industrial products
23.

19.

4. Basic org~~ic chemicals:

5. Rubber and plastic products:
man-made fibres:

Total: 55.9~h

Exports by industry

The figures for the various industries are as follows:

Iron and steel and shipbuilding:

Chemicals:

% of total exports of industrial

47%

13.

9..

products

Furs, leather and footwear:
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Food products:

Textiles:
Total:

5,,

84..

The l3 products most representative of .exports are,

in descending order:

% of total exports of industrial
14.

rf%

4,,

3,,

2..

64..

Plant and machinery:

Iron and steel products:

Footwear :

Ships:
Metal products:
Cars:
Petroleum:
Preserved fish:
Tyres:
Preserved vegetables:
Basic org~~ic chemicals:

Books:

Various metals:
Total:

products
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VIII. 1. GREECE'S INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE

The data already covered by the analysis of the Macroeconomics

Group will not be referred to in this paper.

VIII. 1.1e DIDUSTRY'S CONTRIBUTION TO GnP (energy, extraction, manufacturing and

construct ion

The share of industry as a whole in GDP , the breakdown of GDP by

branch of activity and the increase of production in the manufacturing

industries between 1962 and 1976 are given in the country-by-country study

prepared by the macroeconomics group.

It may be added that production in manufacturing between 1962 and

1976 showed an average annual growth rate of the order of 9. 1% from 1962 to

1966 , 10. 2% from 1967 to 1971 and 7. 5% over the last five years.

The pattern of the production indices for mining, manufacturing

and electricity and gas was as follows between 1969 ancl 1975=

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

r,lining 84. 100. 113. 118. 133. 135. 132.

Manufacturing 90. 100. 109. 126. 147. 144.. 150.

Electricity/gas 95. 100. 119. 133. 150. 152. 162.
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VIII ,, 1 o2~ EIGHLYINDUSTRIALIZED AREAS

nevelopment in Greece is planned on the basis 
of an &-shaped axis

linking the four largest Greek towns: Athens , Patras, Salonika and Volos.

The department of Attica (including the islands), where most of the industry

is concentrated , comprises 15. 5% of total Greek territory, 39. 3% of the

population and accounts for 54% of GnP (see Table 28) more specifically, the

Athens area comprises 3% of the territory, contains 32% of the population

and accounts for 47% of GnP.

VIIf. 1 03~ PAID EMPLOYMENT AND ID1EMPLOYNENT

In 1975 industry asa whole occupied 10% of the total population
26. 3% of the occupied civilian working population and 45. 3% of wage and

salary earners; for the Community, these percentages are 16. 3%, 41. 7% and

46. 1% respectively.

In relation to the total population, the various branches of industry account

for the following percentages:

mining and quarrying...........
manufacturing industries 0....".
energy. . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

construction... ....... .. ....0..

(as against 0. 5% in the EEC)(II tt 'j2. 1% tt tt "( II II o. 3% II It "

( " 

" 3.2% II II ,,

In relation to the civilian working population in industry the percentages are:

mining and quarrying........... 2.
manufacturing industries...... .60.
energy. . . 

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 

. .. 2.
construction.................. . 26.

~ aga~nst 7
~~6% ~n

( It II 2. 1% It( II II 20% 

the EEC)
II "

:: 

:: 1

The same comparison gives the following percentages for wage and salary earners:

mining and quarrying............ 3.
manufacturing industries........ 60.
energy. . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

3. ~ft
const ruct ion. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32.

ag ainst3. 3%intt It 76.0% IIII tt 2. 3% tf

~"._...

_q 18. 3% II

' '.. ..,",.

i...

the EEC)" It
II tv
II It
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The number of unemployed (registered) in 1976 was approximately

32 500 , or roughly 1. 5% of the non-agricultural labour force. The figure

is distinctly higher than for 1973 (21 000) but below the figures for the

sixties. It seems very likely that the number of registered unemployed

is well below the real unemployment figure, which was probably close to 4%

in 1976.

VIII ,, 1 . 4~ SIZE OF INDUSTRIAL UNITS

The following table gives a breakdown of industrial firms by size

according to the number of employees (1973):

Number employees TOTALestablishment overper

~ ~~~~~~~ ~~= ~~~=====~=~ ~ ~~== =========~== =========== ======~======= =========~=

Number establishments 113 473 656 222 121 357

~ = = = ~===== ===== = ===:= ===~ ~ ~== ========~~~= ======~==== ====~===~===== ===========

Share each class
93. 100%the total

This table shows that there is a large number of small firms.

points should be raised in this connection:

Two

(i) over a long period (1961-75) there has been no significant improvement

in the structure of industry;

(ii) there is .still little vertical integration of production.

The size and influence of artisanal activity - as in the case of

Spain and Portugal - cannot be assessed because there are no data on either

the level of employment or its contribution to GDP.
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VIII .. 1.. 50 MINERAL RESOURCES AND MINING

Greece has considerable resources of certain minerals (see T~ble 31)..

Minerals (production in '000 

Ligni te
Iron ore (43%
metal content)
BauD. te
~nesite (crude)
* provisional

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

884 316 116 932 907 241

164 300 848 2 004 206 976
832 2 436 2 736 2 008 849 557
899 917

...

251 429

(Source: National Statistical Service, Monthly Statistical Bulletin)

Oil production is nil at present and coal production is negligible

whereas the proven reserves of lignite amount to 150 million tonnes , plus an

additional estimated 750 million tonnes.

An initial analysis reveals the following points regarding the

impact of Greece s reserves in relation to those of the EEC:

Bauxite ve~ significant increase: Greece s proven reserve s of 750

million tonnes multiply the Community s reserves (40.4 million t)
by 20;

Magnesi te Greece I S reserves , of the order of 5 million tonnes (metal),
compared with the Community s 500 000 tonnes , will mean a ver;J
large increase (+ 1 000%).

VIII,, 6. STRUCTURE OF HIDUSTRY

structurally, the industry of this count~ is still dominated by

certain traditional sectors. Foodstuffs , textiles and clothing alone accounted

for 44% of GnP from manufacturing industries in 1916. Tables 29 and 30 show that

other industries nevertheless m~ke quite a considerable contribution to the

formation of GnP. The following deserve mention:

Chemicals........ . 

........... . . ................... .. .. ....... .. 

Metal manufactured products and electrical machiner;J ..........
Non-metallic mineral products

.................................

Transport equipment

...........................................

Wood-cork.. furniture ..............".',

!.,!., '......" ......'

14% of GnP
12% " "

5%" "
5%" "
5% II 
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VIII" 1. 7 SHARE OF INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS IN TOTAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

The value of exports in 1975 was 11% of GnP and that of imports 
25iOo

The rate of Cover of imports by exports in 1976 was a little over

40%, compared with 34% in 1972.

The following points should be noted in connection with the

country s balance of trade in 1976:

(i) imports of industrial products accounted for
of total imports" Expressed as a percentage
Community, they .accounted for 89,, 4%;

(ii) exports of industrial products accounted for
exports and 58% of exports to the Community.

approximately 83%
of imports from the

59% of total world

Table 32 gives an idea. of the ever growing importance of exports of
manufactured goods compared with total exports between 1965 and 1976.

VIII.. PROnUCTS ACCOUNTING FOR THE LARGEST SHARE OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

In 1975 two sectors alone provided approximately 98% of total

imports and took approximately 70% of industrial imports. They are:

Energy products".."..."... 22. 2% of total imports and 26. 7% of industrial imports
Machinery and transport. 35.7% " Ii Ii 43. 1% Ii 
equipment

Imports of' crude oil amount to 19,, 2% of total imports and
23. 3% of industrial imports. The other most important products under

this heading are plant and machinery, organic chemicals , pharmaceutical

products , plastic products and cars.

Exports are concentrated mainly in the following sectors:

Text iles and clothing 10. 0% of total exports and 16,, 8% of industrial exports
Petroleum products 10.. 9% II 18" 3% II
Iron and steel products 5.. 2% 9%"
Cement 2% "
Aluminium 6.. 1% 

Footwear 4.. 0% "
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VIII. MJ!:RCliANT FLEET

Greece is one of the most important maritime countries in the

world. Its fleet , which is operated on a very competitive basis
has developed rapidly in recent years , total tonnage being 25 million

grt in 1976. The fleet is of the same order of magnitude as that of
the United Kingdom, which has by far the largest fleet in the present

Community. In addition , a great deal of Greek-owned tonnage sails

under various flags of convenience.

Greece s merchant navy is of the utmost importance to the

country in view of the jobs it creates and its contribution to

the balance of payments. Seamen make up some 4% of the civilian
working population (corresponding figure for the Community: 0. 30%).

In 1974 actual exports of maritime transport services accounted

for 21% of total current external revenue , or almost 4. 5% of GNP.

The fleet under the flags of the present Member States plus

Greece would represent nearly 30% of world tonnage (21% for the

Communi ty of Nine). The accession of Greece would therefore
significantly increase the maritime weight of the Community and

conse.quently the role that the Community is beginning to play

in world maritime affairs. It is important to make sure that

the present Community and Greece itself take full advantage in

the maritime field of Greek accession.
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IX,, 1. ~ ~Y S!TQA!I.QN_I!!H!1!B!l~ !PfL!C!E! Q~R!~

--- - - -- ---- -------- --------

On the energy market, the three applicant countries have the same

type of problems as those encountered in the present Community.

Their accession will slightly increase the Community s energy

supply dependence. The applicant countries ' dependence on
imports for their supplies , which varies between 7f!1fo and 8f!1fo

according to the country, is similar to that of the most

dependent Community countries.

Ener orts Community of Nine Community of Twelve

1976

19c'5

560 million toe 635 million toe

615 million toe 700 million toe

The applicant countries peroapita energy cpnsumption is less than

half the average Community level.. The ratio between energy consumption

and GDP levels is used as an indicator for measuring the energy

performance of a countrYi the average ratio for the Community

of Nine in 1974 waS 1 toe per 1 000 IDA of GDP, while for Greece

it was 0.9 toe per 1 000 u.a., 0.8 toe per 1 000 u.a" for Spain

and 0..7 toe per 1 000 u.a. for Portugal.

In the applicant countries , the demand for energy has grown at a very

rapid rate, most of this increase being based on oil.

2. Being in a situation of dependence that is more disturbing than
the overall situation in the present Community, the applicant

countries all have energy plans in the course of preparation or

adoption, the objectives of which are similar to those adopted

by the Community. These plans are based essentially on three

principles: a reduction in the con~ption of energy per unit

of product , the development of domestic energy resources and

the diversification of external ~~~::~~s .~~, supply in order to

.. ~ , ,.. ,

reduce dependence . on ,imported oil.

IX. 1 . 1 ~ Consumption of energy

3. Over the period 1960-73, the three applicant countries ' gross
energy consumption grew at a very rapid rate , between 7. 5% and 12.

per annum It appears that , following the 1973-74 oil crisis , the

growth of demand has now picked up again at a scarcely reduced 
rate.

In 1976, gross energy consumption (including bunker fuel) was as follows:
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Portugal Spain EUR-

Gross energy con-
sumption, in 1976 14. million toe million toe 67. million toe 959. 0mi11ion toe

which oil 10. million toe million toe 48. million toe 539.4m:illion toe

Variation compared
with 1975

energy 11% + 6%

oil 10% +11%

Consumption
energy per unit
GDP (1914)
( toe/IO EUR)

IX. 2. DevelopmeJ1.t of resourceS

Although the scale differs from country to COtUltry, all three 
applicant countries

mine solid fuels and operate hydroelectric power stations. 
The problems that are

faced in the production of solid fuels are identical to those encountered in the

Communi ty.

Although all three countries have a programme for the conptruction of nuclear

power stations, only Spain already has power stations in operation - three

stations with an output of 1. 12 GWe. These power stations cover 2% of

Spain s energy demand, which is roughly comparable to the present figure

of 3% in the Community. Portugal and Greece should each have one nuclear
power station coming into service during the eighties.

It should be noted that Spain has not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty

and this will pose problems concerning the verification of Euratom safeguards

by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

In 1976 Spain was the only crude oil producer of the three applicants - with

8 million tons; however, all three countries are pursuing active oil and

natural gas research and exploration policies - particularly offshore - which are

promising for the future.

Some natural uranium production capacity is being developed in Spain and

should cover nearly one ~arter of demand as from 1980.
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In summa.rized form, domestic energy production was as follows in 1976:

Portuga. Spain EUR 9

of energy
6 million toe 3 million toe 16. 1 million toe ' 397. 4 million toe

1 million toe 186. 6 million toe
21. 3 million toe

142. 1 million toe
21. 9 million toe
25. 5 million toe

2 million toe 4 million toe
8 million toe

5 million toe 1 million toe 2 million toe

7 million toe

IX. 1 .3. Diversification of e.x:ternal sources of supply-

Through a State company, Spain has acquired interests in oil deposits in

Africa and the Middle East. Contracts for the supply of natural gas

have been concluded with Libya and Algeria.

In Greece , a study has been undertaken to assess whether it is worthwhile

developing a natural gas network, which would enable contracts for imports

of LNG to be concluded.

The high level of imports causes the three applicant countries very serious

balance of payments problems.

In the three applicant countries , a large proportion of the transactions

are controlled by the State , either through nationalized companies for

the production , processing and distribution of energy (in Spain and

Portugal) or through a very strict control of prices (the Greek

Government fixes the ex-refinery prices for petroleum products).

These market control procedures will have to be studied very carefully.

There appears to be excess refinery capacity in the three applicant

countries , as in the Community.
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IX.. 1 ..4. Conclusion

The energy situation in th$ applicant countries is comparable to

that in the present Community, particularly that in the Member

States which are most dependent on oil imports. The applicant

countries have, generally speaking, made efforts to improve their

energy situation, to reduce consumption and lessen their degree

of dependence on imported oil. It is important that these

efforts be continued and that the energy policies of the applicant

countries move as closely into line as possible with the energy

policy objectives established at Community level.

It will be necessary in particular to take account of the energy

si tuation in the applicant countries throughout the negotiations
and when special measures for tho se countries are drawn up.
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The social aspects of enlargement

Int roduct ion

The social chapter of this report is divided into two sections.. The first

lists a number of elements through which the social situation in the applicant

countries and its probable future development can be assessed. The second

deals . with the social effects of enlargement , in particular those arising

from the implementation, .in the applicant countries , of Community principles

and provisions in this sphere.

The migration phenomenon is exclusively discussed in view of the conside-

rable number of migrant workers from the applicant countries working in

the Communi ty and the Community principle of personal freedom of m~vement..

1. THE SOCIAL SITUATION IN THE APPLICA~~ COUNTRIES

1 . 1.. nemographic trends

The applicant countries have a total population of about 55 million

inhabitants , or more or less the same as that of Italy. Spain, with

36 million, accounts for nearly two-thirds of this total.

In addition to the demographic data referred to 'in the Macroeconom'i c ~eport,

it should be noted that the appl'i cant countr'ies have a much h'igher

natural population growth rate than the majority of the Member States

(10.0% in Spain, 8.6% in Portugal and 6..8% in Greece, compared with

the Community average of 1.8% in 1975).. The rate is as high as 10..9%

in Ireland and 4.9% in Italy however.
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Forecasts seem to indicate that by 1985 the Spanish population will

have increased by 10.3% compared with 1975, whereas the increase for
the whole of the present Community is estimated at only 4.6%. Portugal

and Greece are expected to show increases of 5.0% and 3.3% respectively.

2. Education and vocational 1;rainin

In 1970, expenditure on education in general amounted to 2.4% of the

GnP in Spain, compared with the Community average of 5,,3%. Nevertheless,
the applicant countries have made considerable progress in this sphere,

especially in recent years.. The percentage of the total population

attending school or university has reached more or less the same level

as in the Community: during the 1973""74 school year, the figures were

19..5% in Spain, 18.8% in Greece and 19.. 1% in Portugal, compared with

a Community average of 19.4%.

Nonetheless , this rate would be lower than the Community average if
the number of those attending school Were compared with the school-age

populatior,l, in view of the fact that the latter is larger in the applicant
countries than in the Community, mainly because of demographic differences.

Al though the growing efforts being made in respect of general education

in the applicant countries have also helped to promote the expansion

of vocational training, there is still much to be done in this sphere.

In Greece , for example , the shortage of specialized and skilled workers

which is already being felt, may become more marked in future. Unless

adequate steps are taken, these shortages may, in the long term,

become a major hadicap in the pursuit of economic expansion.

Standard of living

Consumption

Living standards are generally unsatisfactory compared with those

in most Member States. Figures on the consumption of foodstuffs

reveal the need for dietary improvement , especially as regards
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protein foods. In 1975, cereal consumption per capita was 114 kg in

Greece, 112 kg in Portugal and 77 kg in Spain, whereas in the Member

States - except for Italy (125kg) and Ireland (84 kg) .. consumption

did not even reach the level recorded in Spain. On the other hand,

meat consumption per capita in the applicant countries is much lower

than that in any Member States: 48 kg in Spain, 40 kg in Greece and

45 kg in Portugal, compared with the Community average of 82 kg.

Per oapi ta energy consumption also reflects the level of progress

of the applicant countries. In 1975 it was 2 362 tce in Spain,

2 149 tce in Greeoe and 1 137 toe in Portugal, compared with a

Community average of 4 781 toe, with the lowest figure (2 960 tce per

capita) being that for Ireland.

Similarly, as regards the number of motor vehicles and television

sets per 1 000 inhabitants , none of the applicant oountriesreaohes
the Community minimum .. again represented by Ireland... with 164 and

178 respectively in 1975.

3192. Health

As regards health and medical care, the SOEC figures (1974) show 2

doctors per 1 000 inhabitants in Greeoe, 1.2 in Portugal and 1.5 in
Spain , compared with 1..2 in Ireland, 2.0 in -Italy and 1.1 as a Community

average.. The hospital infrastructure,. al$o, is still distinctJ,.y inadequate..

There are 6.3 hospital be.ds in Greece per 1 000 inhabitants , 6.1 in

Portugal and 5.2 in Spain, whereas the Community average is 10.
(10.6 in Italy and 11..0 in Ireland).

Fu.rtheImore, the infant mortality rate (deaths during the first year

per 1 000 live births), which is an important indicator of the level
of health standards , is 24. 1 in Greece, 31.9 in Portugal and 13.8 in

Spain compared with 20.9 in Italy, 10.4 in nenmark and 16.9 in the

Community asa whole (figures for 1975, except Spain: 1974).
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Housing

The concentration of the population in certain industrial regions

further aggravates the very serious problem of housing, which is

inadequate as regards both qttali tY and quantity.

In Spain (1970) and Greece (1971) only 65% of dwellings had running

water. In Portugal , according to the figures given in the 1977-

Plan, only 40% of the population had running water in their homes

in 1976. Judging from the following figures , however, considerable

efforts have been made in this sphere in recent years.

In 1974 the construction of residential accommodation accounted for

8% of the GNP in Spain, 4% in Portugal and 4. 4% in Greece; housing

represented 27. 2% of gross fixed asset formation in Spain, 20. 4% in
Greecel and 20. 7% in Portugal , compared with the Community average

of 25. 4%.

The number of dwellings completed in 1975 Was 374 400 in Spain

120 900 in Greece and 46 800 in Portugal , or as indices , 10.

13. 4 and 5. 3 completed dwellings per 1 000 inhabitants , the
corresponding average figure for the Community was 6.

4. Employment

Wage-and salary-earners as a proportion of the labour force

General indications have already been given in chapter A on trends
in the working population, activity rates and employment by sector in

the applicant countries. At this point let us add that in Spain

wage-and salary-earners account for 69.8% of the working population

(OECD: 1975). In Port-ugal, aBwaB pointed out in chapter 
the proport~on of wage- and salary'- earners (76. ~ is comparable to that

in the Member states of the Community~ In Greece , the rate was

42. 3% in 1971. Despite any increase in this figure since then, it
shows that in this country self-employed occupations (in agriculture

crafts, cottage industry and the"serv,:Lces.sa'dt' or) are much more

widespread than in the other applicant countries or in the Community.

1 Last known figure: 27.
8% in 1976.

2 According to a recent survey the rate was only 66% in 1976.
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Female employment

The SOEC figures for 1975 show that in Spain 19. 4% of the total

female population was in employment in Greece 1l.1% ( 1971 figure)

and in Portugal 18. 2%, compared with the Community average of 28. 2%.

This rather marked difference between the applicant countries and

the Community may be explained chiefly by the fact that many women

in these countries carry out seasonal or occasional work or work

as domestic help, and are therefore not included in the statistics

on the working population. Their numbers may well be considerable

since the economic structure of these countries lends itself to

these "marginal" activities.

Unemployment

The unemployment statistics in the applicant countries are not

comparable with the figures for registered unemployed used in

the Member States , owing to methodological differences.. 'Subj~ct to this
reservation, the SOEC estimates show a sJ.ightly higher level of
unemployment in Spain than in the Community (5. 3% compared with

0% in 1976). In 1977 the number of unemployed in Spain increased:
in the fourth quarter the figure was approximately 832 000, corresponding

to a rate of 6.

$. 

The building sector appears to be the most

affected by the drop in employment..

In Greece , according to official statistics, the average number of

unemployed in 1976 was 28 500, whilst the SOEC estimate for the same

year was 35 000.

1 The official unemployment statistics in Greece
, for example

exclude the agricultural sector, young first-job-seekers , and

agricul turalworkers who return to the land after having been
employed in the second Or tertiary sector (this mostly involves

seasonal occupations conne'cfeclwith, :t.0upism in the service
industries) .
Source: INE (National Statistics Institute).
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However, according to information provided by the Greek authorities

it would appear that the real figu.re is much higher, and proba.bly
runotUlted to about 100 000 unemployed in 1976 , or almost 3% of

the working population. In any case , it appears that unemployment

fell by about 7% compared with 1975. This improvement in the

employment level ,.vas due to developments in the general economic

situation a sharp increase in the number of those attending school

a decline in the number of workers le.aving agriculture and a

reduction in overtime working - factors which have all made for

a drop in the . number of job-seekers.

In Portugal , the unemployment rate amounted to 2. 8% of the working

population in 1970. Since then, the world economic recession

together with specifi.cally Portugu.ese problems (high inflation rate
economic difficulties after the 1974 revolution, large-scale

repatriations) have greatly increased the number of unemployed.

In 1976 unemployment appeared to have reached a total of almost

half a million workers , which corresponds to .a rate of 14 - 15%.
A recent survey puts the unemployment rate at nearly 7.

In addition, in all three a~plicant countries there is large-scale

hidden unemployment and urrler-employment , particularly in agri-

cul ture. On the other hf. , this untapped labour reserve could

provide great potential in the event of a rapid revival in the

economy, on condition that a number of measures are adopted in

the spheres of training and the geographical and occupational

mobility of workers.

1 .. Probable trends

Although the structural weaknesses in the applicant countries

are more or less similar, the employment outlook differs.

1 This survey did not cover young first j obseekers or persons

living in a household where the head of the household had an

income (" convi vencia

" ) .
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):n Spain, as emerges from the data on trends in the structure
of emp loyment over the last ten years (see Part I) the share of

population employed in agriculture remained relatively high. 

the same time , industrial production potential in~reased very

rapidly.

The economi c recovery po l icy i nt roduced by the Spani sh Government

in the Moncloa Agreement, whi ch covers the next two years, is

mainly concerned with maintaining the level of employment. The

latter would be achieved mainly through a substantial increase in

public investment (30% for 1978) and a transfer mechanism providing

for a gradual reduction in the social security contributions paid by

undertakings. These measures wi II be backed up by a youth employment

po l icy.

In Greece, economic growth has continued at a steady 
pa!i::'eand the

employment situation has improved constantly. In 1976 employment rose

by 7-8% in the labour-intensive manufacturing industries and by

about 4% in the building sector.. Based on these positive economic

and social trends, the 1976-80 Five Year Plan aims to create 210 000

new jobs during the reference period, divided between the industrial

sectors and the service industries. According to the guidelineS of

the Plan, half of these new jobs could be filled by young persons

entering the labour market , whilst the other half could help improve

the unemployment situation or provide openings for 
migrants returning
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to Greece or workers leaving agriculture. Estimates drawn up recently

by a group of experts from thEJ OECn confirm that these objectives are

reasonable.

Forecasts on employment trends in Port~l do not suggest any impro-
vement in the situation.. The 50% reduction in unemployment, which was

one of the objectives of the 1977-80 Plan, is very unlikely to be

achieved. The decline in the economic situation has forced the Portugese

authorities to defer the attainment of this objective to a later date.

For 1978 , and very probably for 1979, their stated aim is to maintain

the present level of employment since, meanwhile , new influxes of young

people will arrive on the labour market. According to current estimates

there will be 186 000 young first job- '3eekers amongst the unemployed
in 1980..

Wages and salaries

1. Wage and salary trends

According to national statistics on gross hourly earnings in industry

and consumer prices , since 1970 the real increase in workers I wages

has been greater in Spain and Portugal than in the nine Member States.

In Greece , this increase has run more or less parallel with that in

the Community.. The annual averag,'e rise for 1970-75 was 8..4% in Spain

4% in Portugal , and 4. 1% in Greece , whereas in the Community the

best figure (7. 1%) was achieved in three countries (Belgium, Ireland
and Italy) and the lowest (2.8%) was recorded in the United Kingdom.

Since 1975, however , the real increase in wages and salaries has

been extremely modest. Although precise 'statistical data are not
yet available it would seem that in some cases """f;'here has been a
drop in real wages and salaries.

2. Wage Bnd salary levels

Any comparison between the wages and salaries paid in the various

countries comes up against the probl'em,.th-?t:. tl:te"".off.icial exchange

rate are unrea l i sti c. It is only possible to compare workers

real incomes on the basis of purchasing power parities applied
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to annual net .incOmes (i "e., after d,.eduction of income ta;x: and social

security contributions). Such a calculation is impossible

at the present.

If the figures for gross hourly earnings in industry are

converted into US dollars on the basis of official exchange

rates , the hourly earnings of workers in most Community
Member States (with the exception of Ireland and the United

Kingdom) will appear to be more or less double those in

Spain and more than three times those in Greece and Portugal.

However, consumer price surveys carried out in the Community,

and a survey following the same methods in Spain in 1975, show

that the purchasing power of the currencies of the applicant

countries was higher than the offi cial exchange rate indi cated:

in Spain, for example , it could be assessed on average at

40% - 50% higher. A calculation based on purchasing power

parities would therefore have implied 9 considerable red~ction in

the differences between wages in the existing Member States

and those in the applicant countries. The effects provided by

inflation and the deterioration in the currencies of the applicant

countries have, however, been so great that, without a new,

detailed calculation, this situation cannot be confirmed at

present.

Minimum wages

Since 1964 there has been a system of guaranteed minimum wages

in Spain; howeve~ in 1976 it covered only 45% of the figure

regarded as the basic minimum for a family. It appears that

almost 1 000 000 workers are in a TIosi tion to benefit from

provisions concerning guaranteed minimum wages.

In Greece , there is a statutory minimum daily wage for workers

in the private secto

'-.

b~t' a.pp~arsthat in most cases wages

are higher than this level. During the last three years the

minimum wage has been increased considerably, particularly for

women. This has led to a reduction of 9% in the disparity
between minimum salaries for men and women, which was still

about 23% in 1962.
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In Portugal , provisions were adopted in 1974 guaranteeing a

minimum wage of Esc 3 300 in the industrial sector. This

sum has been adjusted periodically and was raised to E.
4 500 in 1977, when a guaranteed minimum wage of E:sc 3 500

was introduced in the agricultural sector.

Wages policy

As regards wages policy in Spain, the economic agreements

contained in the "Pacto de la Moncloa" are designed to protect

purchasing power, particularly of the lower income brackets.

In Portugal , the need to combat inflation is even more strongly

felt. Hence the necessity, according to the Portugese authorities
to ensure that wages incre.ase at a slightly lower rate than the

inflation rate.

~orking conditions

Hours of work

As regards hours of work, most collective agreements in Portugal

and Greece currently provide for a normal working week of 45

hours for manual workers. In Portugal , however, office workers

benefit from more favourable provisions under a collective

agreement with 40 hours per week or even less.

In indust~, the actual time worked by manual workers in the
three applicant countries in 1977 amounted to between 41*

and 42 hours per week, which is fairly comparable with conditions

in Member States of the Community.

Paid leave and public holidays

In Portugal , in 1976 , a Decree Law on paid leave fixed the

duration of annual leave at 21 days minimum and 30 d~s maximum

with the right to paid leave ,b~~,Pn~~g after one year s service.

,", .. ' "

00\.

'" "...""...

The same law fixes 12 public holidays, in addition to which there

are one or two local public holidays.

In Greece , a national collective agreement passed into law fixed

the minimum duration of paid annual leave at 12 consecutive

working days for 1977; this period is increased by one working
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day for each six months ' seniority up to a total of 26 days.

There are 12 - 13 public holidays.

The systems of paid leave and public holidays in Portugal and

Greece do not differ greatly from those in force in the nine

Member States , which provide for annual leave of 15 - 27 days

or more , in addition t~ from seven to thirteen public holidays.

Social security

Social security in the three applicant countries normally OQversthe

risks l i.sted in ItO Convention No 102 through the various schemes:
sickness and maternity, unemployment , disability, retirement,

death, industrial accident , occupational di seases and family
allowances. Sped al schemes exi st for wage- and sa lary-earners

in Bgri culture, and sometiems for miners, seamen and workers
employed by the railways and the pubLic sector.

In Spain and Portugal , all wage-and salary-earners are covered by one

s:cheme or another; in Greece some wage- and salary-earners do not
come under the general or special schemes if they receive equivalent

benefi ts from their employers.

The conditions governing entitlement to benefits are , however

sometimes more restrictive than in the Community, since insured

persons do not receive all benefits. This is particularly true

of unemployment: in Portugal and Spain only a minority of workers

are entitled to unemployment benefit.

The level of benefits under the various social security schemes

is often lower than that granted under similar schemes in the

present Member States of the European Communi ties. Consequently,

the percentage of expenditure on social security in the gross

national product of the applicant countries is not much more than

10%, whereas in 1975 it"'1:tefC9J.1Xl:lif;!Q",.f.or between 19 and 28% in the

Member States.

As regards the financing of social security schemes , in the three

applicant countries they are financed almost exclusively from

employers ' and insurees ' contributions: in Portugal contribution

rates in 1976 were 20. 5% for employers and 9% for workers 
j in

Greece they were 17% and 9% and in Spain about 40% and 7%
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respectively of contractual wages. In Spain the Government
contribution corresponds to 6% of wages, whilst in Portugal and

Greece deficits in the sickness insurance and disability ~ old

age - survivors pension schemes are covered from public funds.

Population movements, emigration

Between 1950 and 1973, according to OECn statistics on net emigration

1 489 000 Spaniards , 583 000 Greeks, I 968 000 Portuguese , 590 000

Irish and 2 339 000 Italians left their countries.

If the.se figures are compared with those for the resident population

of the respective countries in 1973, it can be seen that net emigration

amounted to 21.8% for Portugal ~ emigration to .former colonies
played a very important part in Portugues migratory movements ~ 19%

for Ireland, 6. 6% for Greece and 4. 3% for Spain and Italy.

In the same year, 539 000 Spaniards , 588 000 Portuguese, 314 000

Greeks , 672 000 Turks, 607 000 Yugoslavs, 446 000 Algerians, 860 000

ItaL; ans and 455 000 Iri sh workers were among the foreign workers
emp Loyed in the Member States , who totaL Led 6637 000, or 7 - 8% of aLL wage and

salary earners working in the Community. Nationals of the applicant

countries (1 441 000) accounted for nearly 22% of this total.

Since then their numbers have fallen. In 1976 there were 448 000

Spaniards , of whom 265 000 were in Francel and 107 000 in Germany,

239 000 Greeks , of whom 173 000 were in Germany, and 569 000

Portuguese , of whom 475 000 were in France\ i.e., a total .
1 256 000.

It thus appears that as countries of emigration the applicant

countries are exposed at two levels to the effects of the economic

crisis since the latter is felt both directly in the functioning of

their national economies and indirectly through the return of migrant

workers. The additional strain these workers place on the labour

market and the loss of their remn.'&a:nl; ~~cf'r'.om.". aDroad cannot but

worsen these countries ' economic situation.

1 Estimates based on the situation at the end of 1973, since more

.~~ent :Ugnres are n&t availaBle.
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SPlOOIPIO PBO&DS WHICH MAY ARISE FROM ENLARGEMENT AND THE

FUNCTIONING OF THE COMMON MARKEl'

1. Freedom of movement for workers

Whi le freedom of movement is one of the foundations of the

Community Gt . is one of the four types of freedom which the

Treaties aim to guarantee: freedom of movement for persons,

goods, servi ces and capital) , it is also , parti cularly in the

present situation, the key problem of enlargement in the social

field.

The question which arises is whether, in the present situation of

high unemployment, even in the traditional immigration countries,

the opening-up of frontiers would not be likely to give rise to

migratory movements on such a scale as to compromise the proper

functioning of the Common Market or seriously aggravate the

economic and social crisis in one or more Member States of the

Community.

Migratory pressure is mainly a question of demographic factors,

unemp loyment or ~nderemp loyment , surplus manpower in agri culture,

lack of symmetry as regards pay structures and, to a lesser extent,

the fact that the population is accustomed to emigrating for

economic reasons. These factors should give rise , on the supply

side, to a strong tendency towards emigration during the fi 
rst

years following enlargement.

The research work and studies on migration between European countries

confirm, however, that the factors affecting the demand for lahour

have a more deci sive influence on migratory movements than those which

stimulate emigration on the supply side.

If there are no concrete prospeotli! of employment in the countries

of immigration, these mov.ements are greatly reduced in amplitude.

This observation is also borne out by the operation of the system of

. ,""._~_.

freedom of movement between Commun';:ty"1i'oontries; the flow of

Community workers towards Member States which are traditionally

countries of immigration falls off considerably during periods of

economic crisis , despite the existence , in some regions of the

Communi ty, of widesca le unemp loyment and underdemp loyment (see

table below).
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Placement accompanied by immigration to a Member State of workers

from other Member states

Year 1965 1967 % reduction 1972 1975 % reduction

EEC workers 261 000 000 63. 195 000 000 66.

000 68. l6l 000 000 81.of whom Italiam 235 000

These figures indicate the fluctuations in the movement of Community

workers resulting from the employment situation in the countries of

immigration.

, ,

On the whole , migration responds almost automatically to the balance

between supply and demand. Furthermore, it shouLd not be

forgotten that in view of the lack of uniformity among Member States

labour markets , migrant workers , generally speaking, do not compete

wi th national workers , but help to restore the equilibrium of that

section of the labour market abandoned by national workers.

Admittedly the readiness to emigrate may encourage certain

firms in the present Community to take on workers from the

appLicant countries.
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This situation, added to the demographi c expansion and migratory

pressure characteristic of the applicant countries, might

encourage spontaneous movement of workers from those countries,

parti cularly during the early years following enlargement. In
view of the high unemployment rate at present affecting the

Community and the uncertain prospects of economi c recovery,

together with forecasts ofa very considerable growth in the
population of working age in the Community between now and 1985,

spontaneous migration beyond a certain level , following enlargement,

would be liable to di sburb the labour market in . some regions of

the OoIll1Il1I!'lity fairly s~riously.

The preceding observations suggest the need to pay closer attention

to movements which might . take place and to reinstate this problem

in the context of community regional development and investment

measures in the three countries in question.

At this stage , however, until such time as it is possible to

undertake a better assessment of both potential migratory movements

and the effects of development policy and of the desi rable integration

measures, the problem of freedom of movement for worekrs should be

placed on the same footing in the negotiations as the problems raised

by enlargement in the fields of agriculture, industry, competition,

etc.

Furthermore, the situation in which workers in the three applicant

countries are placed must not be less favourable than that of workers

in associated or non-associated countries. The principle 

most favourable treatment is fundamental and cannot be called in

quest i on.
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The problem referred to above does not , of course , affect migrant

workers from applicant countries already resident in a Community

country; with regard to such .workers , all forms of discrimination in

the spherG o!5t~rml!l qt emplO11!ient and worki~ condition. JD11st be 
apolished at the time. of accession, including those concerning
$1t'titlement toextemd - work permills.

. -

this connection it should be

pointed out that theattd1't1onal protocol of 1976 to' the 1972 Tracie

Agreement between the'- Cotiml1mi ty and Portugal al!'eaiy makes provision
:rei!' the abolition 'of' discrimination against Portuguese ,workers as '

regards working ~ndi tions, incl:uding'-remuneration and a6ci:al "JJecuri ty.
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2.. 2. Social security for migrant workers

The coordination system for social security regimes of workers

moving around inside the Community, set up under Article 51 of

the Treaty of Rome, will have to apply to the new Member States

For this reason, Regulations (EEC) Nos. 1408/71 and 574/72

will need technical adaptations before accession.

Vocational traininll: and the Etlropean Social Fund

Present trends in the applicant countries combined with the inter-

national economic situ~tion are imposing major structural changes

in the economies of these countries. EnLargement uan be expected

to accentuate this pressure in view of increased competition; in

addition, economic readjustment will call for social measures

especially in the sphere of vocational training.

Until an overall plan for enlargement - dealing with the whole range

of sectoral policies and social problems of the enlarged Community

- is drawn up, it is difficult to quantify changes in terms of

employment and vocational training requirements. Nonetheless , these

needs will undoubtedly be great , since the problems resulting from

enlargement will add to those which the applicant countries are

already facing.

The ESF will be a valuable instrument for social action in this

sphere , since its main objective is to promote employment by helping

to finance measures in favour of the geographical and occupational

mobili ty of workerso The absorption of structural unemployment and

underemployment in the less-developed regions of the Community

consti tutes a fundamental aim of the ESF. This approach will be

perfectly suited to the economic and social situation in the

enlarged Community; provisions recently adopted by the Council

on a contribution of more..;1);J.~Il 5~, under certain conditions

..., '. ..

towards vocational training measures in the less developed regions

of the Community could easily be applied in numerous regions in
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the applicant countries. FUrthermore, the financial participation of

the FUnd in respect of vocational training for certain categories, in

particular women, young persons and migrant workers , cannot but be

beneficial to the applicant countries.

In addition atsectoral level , substantial intervention may also be
expected from the EAGGF for training workers who, whilst remaining

in the agrioul tural sector, need to acquire new skills to adapt their
training to new production techniques or production methods for new

crops.

In the coal and steel sector the ECSC provisions on retraining for

workers could help to reduce strains in this sector, which might be

accentuated by enlargement.

~~$should be no d:i:fficul ty' in applying' the provisions of the
ESF ~EAGGF and ECSC. . ' Nonetheless , there is som~ almger that unles.s
the training structuresQf the applicant countries are expanded and
improved (centres , facilities, instructors, etc. ), they m~ find it
difficult to take full advantage of the Community financing available.
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4. other Cammuni ty provisians in the social sector

Any review of Community legislatianon social affairs must i~clude

the nir~cti ves already adopted by the Council in recent years - as

part of the social action programme - and those it will adopt

before enlargement. These nirectives involve sectars s~ch as the

harmonization .of legislation in the Member States to protect the

rights .of workers in the event of transfers of undertakings, .or

mass dismissals , and strengthening provisions on women
s rights

to equal treatment as regards pay, vJorking condi tians
, and access

to employment.

Al thaugh labaur law is evolving rapidly in the applicant 
.countries -

especially Greece and Portugal - and ~lready contains some of the

minimum standards laid dawn in Community Direotives, changes will

undaubtedly be necessary, although it is nat yet possible to define

their scope.

5. 
Participatian by the two side~ ~t industry

Participation by the employers' and workers
' associations of - the

applicant countries in the Community
s various advisary bodies ~~

the existing jaint committees raises a problem that still has 

be studied in depth. The representatives of these .organizations

on the bodies and committees in questian are propased either by the

Governments .or by employers' and w.orkers' assaciations established

at Community level. In .order ta be able to participate in the

work of the Community, the nati.onal .organizations must therefare

normally belong to the international associations set up at

Cammunity level. This is not yet sa in all oaseS8 in two of

the applicant countries the major trade unians are not yet

affiliated to the Eur.opean associations.
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XI. Regional problems and enlargement

XI. Increaeed regional disparities in a Community of Twelve

Even if the regional consequencee of an increase in trade between

the Nine and the Three are disregarded, the accession of three neW

countries with a low level of development and considerable internal

regional imbalances will change the extent and nature of the

Community 's regional problems.

The regional disparities will be greater because;

(i) The differences in development levels between regions in the

enlarged Community will be greater than in the Community of

Nine. (Measured in per capita GnP , the gap between the poorest

region and the richest region, which is approximately 1 to 5

between Calabria and Hamburg, and 1 to 6 between the West of

Ireland and Hamburg, will increase to approximately 1 to 12

between the Portuguese region of Vila Real-Bragan9a and Hamburg

and 1 to 10 between the four poorest Portugue.se regions and

Hamburg 1 ) .

(ii) The enlarged Community will have an additional 53 million

inhabitants, some 34 million of whom live in regions with an

overall average per capita product close to the average per

capita product of the It.alian Mezzogiorno and the West of Ireland.

The nature of the regional problems will not be the same. 
For example

the Community will be faced with the development lag of a larger

number of agricultural regions, mountainous regions and peripheral

regions, with a number of regions that are exclusively agricultural
and have little contact with industrial society, with more regions of

high migration, with more extensive regional depopulation phenomena
, etc.

1 On the basis of 1971 data .:thex:~gion of Vila Real-Bragan9a has a

population of 471 500; the fourP6rt1igUese regions with the lowest
per capita GnP account for 46% of Portuguese territory and have a

population of 2 662 000. No adjustment has been made for differences
in purchasing power. The Hamburg region has 1 740 000 inhabitants.
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Level of development and regional disparities in the applicant countries

Apart from their low overall level of development, the applicant

countries are faced with considerable regional imbalanoes" As a
resul t , an appreciable number of' their regions show underdevelopment
characteristics that are much mOre marked than those revealed by an

analysis of their economies that is not differentiated on a regional

basis. The economic growth of the applicant countries tends in fact

to reinforce the regional imbalances.

(a) Low level of development in the applicant countries

Taken together, the three applicant countries cover 728 400. 2 and

have a population of 53 millionit equivalent to 47.65% of the territozy
and 20. 6% of the population of the present Community" However, they
produce the equivalent of only 10. 2% of the Community s Gnp.

In 1975 the per capita GDP of Portugal, Greece and Spain was 32%, 44%

and 54% respectively of the average per capita Gnp of the Community;

the corresponding figures for Ireland and Italy were 47% and 59%..

The low level of per capi t~ Gnp in the applicant countries is a sign

of their development lag. This can be seen more clearly by referring

to the situation as rege.rds their economic and social structures:

(i) Agriculture accounts for 36% of total employment in Greece, 28%

in Portugal and 22% in Spain, compared with an average of 8.

in the Community. The productivity of this sector is particularly

low - 45% of the productivity of the other sectors in Greece , 53%

in Spain and between 30% and 40% in Portugal"

(ii) The industrial sector accounts for 38% of employed workers in

Spain, 33% in Portugal and 28% in Greece , compared with 42% in
the Community. The averageproductivi ty of this sector in

relation to average Community ..p~OdJJ,~tJ!~~l. s .55% in Spain
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51% in Greece and 33% in Portugal. 
These average data in fact

conceal the profound duality of the industrial sector in these

countries" Alongside modern undertakings that are very often
subsidiaries of foreign companies there are innumerable unproductive

and mainly artisa.nal undertakings that .
are ill-suited for growth

aud are in great danger of suffering from 
c()tIIUlUIli ty competition. The

eIllPlo;ym&nt rate of the population 
1 is 

3~;.4% iu Spain, 35% in Gre&Oe

and approximately 3310 in Portuga.l, 
compared with the Community

average of 30/f0 (Ireland 3310, Italy 33..

-'%).

(iii) The eoouomic and social 
i!lfrastruoture is generally insufficieut,

particularly in numerous regions with a low 
le11el of industrialization,

and, as a result, hinders the developmeut of large parts of the

territory.

As au indication of the standard of 
li11ing, only 65% of housing

units in Spain and Greece had running water in 
1971, while in

1976 the figtlI'e for Portugal was only 40%..

(b) Considerable internal regional imbalances

In addition to the differences in 
de11elopment levels between the

Communi ty and these countries there are profound regional imbalances

within each of them. From the regional viewpoint
, each of the three

countries in question is characterized by a very marked concentration

of the population and of secondary and tertiary activities .

in one

or more regions and by stagnation and iudsed large-scale depop-

ulation in large parts of their territories.

For e:x:ample:

(i) in Greece the Athens-Piraeus region, covering approximately 3%

of Greek territory, accounted for 32% o
f the population in 1971 and

approximately 47% (in 1965) of the country
s gross domestic

product. The density"&f, Gre.a.;I;~r .,A-thens was 5 935 irihab/km

--.. ...

"!1",.

",.",,,.-

(compared with a density in the other regions of between 34

and 80 inhab/km ) and the per capita GDP was approximately

double that in most other regions. 
With Thessalonike, Athens

accounts for approximately 7~ of industrial jobs and 63% oftertiary jobs" (cont-d)
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9d)

(ii) The Portuguese economy i$ characterized by a concentration of the

population and of secondary and tertiary activities in the three

coastal regions situated furthest north. These three regions

1 Proportion of the population in employment.
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representing 37% of Portugu.ese territory, accounted in 1970 for

80% of the population, 9rf/o of Gnp and 95% of industrial production. One

of them , the Lisbon region, had a 
per capita GnP practically double that

of the other two. The other four regions had a dens! ty of between 23 and

61 inhab/km 2 and the per capita GDP in the poorest region was three

times lower than that of the Lisbon region..

(iii) In Spain, four provinces (Vizcaya, Madrid, GuipUzooa, Barcelona) repres-

enting 4% of the country s territory account for 28. 5% of the population

and 3CJ1, of GDP" In 1975 these four provinces , with the provinces of

La Coruna, Oviedo, Sevilla.and Valencia, accounted for 45. 7% of the

population compared with 44% in 1970 and 38% in 1960.

More than half of the country' s territory has been losing population

for twenty years and the central provinces around Madrid
, the southern

provinces and those situated along the frontier with Portugal are

being deserted. The ten provinces with the lowest per capita income

have an average density of 30 to 40 inhab/km

The following tables give an idea of the concentration of wealth.
.. the

regions where population is concentrated also being those wi th the highest

per papi ta GDP .

SPAIN

Index of per
capi ta Gnp in
1973" The
country as a
whole = 100

Population ~ensity Index of population
in inhab/km in change, 1961-75

1973
1961 = 100

Extreme-case provinces

Vizcaya
Madrid
Guipuzooa
Baroe 1 ona

l40
137
132
133

498
504
331
540

155
167
146
l53

-------

Soria
Gua.da.laj ara
Ru.esca
Cuenca
Teruel
Spain overall

76' ,

100

,;LA

116

1 A set of maps showing the regions is annexed hereto.
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PORTUGAL

Index of per oapi Density in inhab/kmGDP in 1970 in 1975 Change 1970-75
in %

Lisbon 5

Portugal overall

Porto

147

100

340
125
186

102

13.
10.

Greek regions

'\0

~thens region
j;Remainder of

r; Central Greece
Ifeleponnese
fonian Islands

l~iru.s
;1l1hessaly
\maoedonia
;~raoe
4egean Islands
.Grete
Greeoe overall

GREIDCE

Index of 

ler capitaGDP in 19 5.
Country as a whole

0: 100

Density in inhab/km Index of population

9ha,nge 1961-71

1961 ... 100

153

100

5 935 137

102

100

104

Generally speaking, the regions thai are losing their population are predominantly

agricul tural.

In Portugal, five regions out of seven have be1;ween 44% and 69% of their

workers employed in agriculture. In Spain, more than 2ufo of the labour force

is employed in agriculture in 41 provinces out of 50 (in 31 of them the percentage

is over 30% and in 11 provinces it is over 40%). , In Greece, nine of the ten

regions have between 45% and 73% of their workers engaged in agriculture.

These regions generally have low agricultural productivity. In Spain, for

example , twelve of the provinces have an average level of productivity per
agricultural worker between 2ufo and 4ufo of that achieved in the other sectors.
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In addition to the characteristics of the socia-occupational structure

of the population, reference should also be made to the characteristic

features of the economic and social infrastructure
, which is particularly

deficient in certain regions.

OWing to the lack of financial rescuroes, infrastructure is built only

where it is most necessary to increase national production in the short

term. In Portugal, for e:xaJ1lple, the lack of infrastructure to open up
the interior areas makes the spread of progress very 

diffiwl t" The

marketing of local products is not organized
, and access to information

and to social and 00.1 tural faoilitiesis difficult. As a result, one can

see in these areas an .absence of incentive to produce, in both the agri-

cultural sector, which f'w:1ctions par~ly on the basis .of autarky, and in

industry, which essentially meets local demand" In addition
, all these

activities are totally dependent on numerous intermediaries"

The present regional imbalances are the result of the absence of a balanced

urban network in the applicant comrtries. 
This is particularly true in

Greece, where the main towns are Athens, volith 2 500 000 inhabitants in

1971, Salonika (557 000), Patras (120 000) and Volos (88 OOO)~

In Portugal the main townsare : Lisbon (1 600 000 inhabitants) and

SetUbal (80 000) p Oporto 600 000) and Braga (68 000), and Coimbra (75 
000) 0

In Spain, the main centres are not distributed evenly over the 
countryo

In 1966 , only four towns had more than 500 000 
irihabitants: Madrid

(3 000 000), Barcelona (1 700 000) and Valencia and Seville (600 
000);

these were followed by Saragossa (400 000), Bilbao (370 000), ~l8.ga

(320 000) and then by eight to 'ten towns with more than 100 000 inhabitarrts

each.

(c) The imbJt~oe ip reliomd grQ~ is likell ;tp ~pome ~~e m~ked

In Greece the population of: the Athena N~on iJ3.cNal!!ea b1" 31?J%between

1961 and 1971 while practicaUy-'!n1.::1b,~~thar~giona lost 
1J1. proportion

of their popu.lationp the Ngions with the g-.taateat lIJJases betJag' those

with the lowest ReX' cal'it~ GDP", Phi%!! process continued between 1970 and

1975..
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It can be deduced from tbe socio-ocoup~tional structure of the population

in tbe variO1ls regions that future economic growth, by bringing about

ohanges in the strv.ctures of production (reduotion in the proportion of
workers engaged in agriculture, increase in the other sectors), will tern

to increase the concentration in the Athens-Piraeus area, which is already

experiencing numerous problems of congestion, and will at the same time

accentuate the exodus from most of the other Greek regions, wbich are

already sparsely populatedo

In Portugal , economic growth is centred principally on Lisbon, which with

nearby towns such as Setubal accounts for approximately 55% of the total

urban populationo In the inland regions, the high proportion of workers

engaged i~ agriculture , the fact that this workforce is ageing and the low

productivi ty of this sector suggest that the process of depopulation

witnessed in the past will probably continueo

In Spain, the considerable expansion of the Spanish economy beginning in

the sixties , brought about mainly by an increase in the role of the

industrial and tertiary sectors, has given rise to considerable changes

in the territorial distribution of the population, leading in particular

to a greater concentration in the industrial areas and major urban centrese

The internal migratory movements have been particularly mark$d. Between

1950 and 1970 six million people were involvede Assuming continued

industrialization and expansion in the tertiary sector, the tendency

towards increased urbanization and concentration of activities can be

eXpected to continue"

It follorlS from the above that the rapid economic growth of the three

applicant countries has been accompanied over the last twenty years by:

(i) a geographical concentration of the population, investment and

development in the major industrial urban centres;

(ii) a loss of resources by the poores
~~lp.ons because of 

the CJ.estruction

.~. :'.. .

",b"".,
of their local productive activities, stagnation of their agricultural
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aotivi ties . an.d progressive depopulation, all of which have led these

areas into the vicious circle of underdevelopment by decline"

Leaving aside for the moment the effects of enlargement on. the regional
probl~ms of the applicant countries, the present structures of those

countries and particularly the structures in their numerous agricultural

regions suggest that in the absence of a very active regional policy

the depopulation-concentration process will continue..

An initial estimate up to 1985 of the regional employment problems of

Greece , Portugal and Spain shows that if the economic development of

these countries continues on the same lines as in the past , this would

lead:

(i) In Greece , to the migration of workers to the Athens region. If labour

mobility strictures were to rule out such movements, unemploYment in

st regions would be at a very high level and the differences in

per capita GDP betwe~n Athens and the other regions would increase;

(ii) In Spain, to a similar situation, the extent of which is difficult

to determine , but it would be reflected in internal migration

especially to Saragossa, Vi zcaya , Gu~p~zcao , Baroe 1 ona, the Balearic

Islands , Valencia, Oviedo, Gerona and Madrid, and in emigration to
other Community countries. In the absence of migration, unemployment

in a large number of regions would be extremely high;

(iii)In Portugal , since employment problems are severe throughout the

country, emigration rather than internal migration must be anticipated.

It is normal that economic growth in countries that are becoming industrialized

should be accompanied by a reduction in the rural
population and an increase in the urban population. On the other hand

the concentration of most of this growth in a single region (Athens in

Greece , Lisbon in Portugal) or in a small number of provinces (in Spain)
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could be avoided in part by policies to promote a better geographical

distribution of activities. Such policies aocomp~ing rapid growth
in the applicant countries should endeavour to prevent excessive

concentration -which congests the development centres .. .and all
the problems this entails (high social costs, deterioration of the

environment , structural inflation). The consequences of these
problems can be so severe as to provoke bottlenecks in the longer

term that make it difficult to pursue growth at asatisfaotory
rhythm..
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XI. :&egional d.evelopment polic:i

XI. 2. 1. ;R.!3~onal :Qolic.;y JJ1 the 
aJ?j:!licant countries

In all of these countries, which have recently become democratic, the

importance of regional policy as a means of participation in power seems

to be oonsiderableo

In the past, the economic policy of each of the applicant countries was

principally aimed at ensuring growth rather than harmonizing its

distribution at regional level or even making tolerable the disparities

resul ting from rapid growth. This priority 
stemmmed from the fact that

the countries concerned had few funds available for policies whose impact

on growth is felt only in the medium and long term.

At the present time, the emergence of regional concerns is being checked

by uncertainty regarding the attaintment of a satisfactory growth 
rate.

Given the increase in regional problems in the applicant countries and

the constant expansion of their regional policies, it is probable that

the re-establishment of a satisfactory' growth rate, together with a

greater volume of funds
, would enable them to step up their effQrts

to achieve a better territorial balance as regards growth.

(a) Greek regional policy

The main tools available to the authorities for promoting economic

growth in specific areas are public investment programmes and a system

of regional aids..

(i) In 1975, the oommi tment appropriations for public investment approached

635 million u.a., 246 million u"
a. going to Attica and 387 million

a. to the rest of the country. Of the 387 million u. a" not

allocated to Attica, 94 million u.
a. was for agricultural works, 88

million u. a. for transport , 74 million u. a" for municipal works and

64 million u. a" foredu.c.a..t;1".9E:..(in 1975 Greek gross fixed capital

formation was 3 300 mi1lion a.:'

)':'"

(ii) The system of regional aids divides Greece into five incentive areas;

it is based essentially on exemption from taxes and other charges.
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A new regional policy - which is to be more systematic than in the

past - is being prepared by the regional development and land

utilization departments of the Greek Ministry of Coordination and

Planning"

These departments recommend a multi-centre development axis based on

the four largest Greek towns~ Patras, Athens, Volos and Salonika

(linked by the only fast four-lane highway in the country) and the in-

dustrial areas of. Sa,lonika, Vol os, Patras and Komotirii" They also

Qonsider it necessary to maintain the popl1.1ation of the small and

medium-sized urban Centres to avoid the depopulation of certain viable

agricultural areas"

In order to be able to benefit from the Regional Development Fund, the

Greek administration has already prepared regional development programmes

based on the Community model. It is currently in the process of adapting

the Greek system of regional aids"

(0 ) Portuguese reA~nalJ,.E1~

Concern for regional matters is embodied in the Constitution. Articl~
91 states that the plan must ensure the harmonious development of the

various regions of the country.

Practical steps have 'been taken to achieve this aim at the ievel of the

administration: a few months ago a regional department was set up within

the Ministry for National Planning, and preparations have been made, for
a reform involving the creation of regions with decentralized bodies

which would work together with the central department in framing and

executing sectoral and regional integrated programmes under the

national pIano

For some years now the authorities have been working on a policy aimed

at achieving abetter distribution of Set~bal near Lisbon and of Sines
a little further south is intended to ' l?P..a:ve~~"c::.o:rt~~?~i(?n in the capita\
and the creation of an industrial estate in Braga is designed to do the

same for Oporto..
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It appears that in the medium term the authorities intend to preserve the

development possibilities of the regions of the interior in order to

prevent them from becoming depopulated and to slow down the population

build-up on the coast. The immediate objective is to place a tempora~

check on the rural exodus from the interior by halting the reduction
in the number of agricultural jobs. It is intended to attain this objective

by improving the living conditions of the population of the regions in

question and providing access to the most essential services (better

transport, housing, hospitals , schools , development of local government
departments , etc.

The longeI'-term objective is to promote the creation of activities in the

interior by establishing development centres (through the construction of

industrial estates in the towns of Cov; Lh-a , Evora, B ~aand Faro.) following

the one established in Braga, and the creation of the Sines estate , by

seeking to strengthen the role of the other towns in the interior and by

developing integrated programming areas.

At present the main instruments of regional policy are:

(i) the public undertaking responsible for the construction and management

of the industrial estates;

(ii) the investment programmes of the public sector;

in 1977 the commitment appropriations for public investment in

specific areas (9c:1/o of all public investment) amounted to approx-

imately 670 million u.a. t of which 327 million u" a. went to the
provinces of Lisbon and Set'~bal alone , the remainder of the country

receiving only 355 million u. a. Of the total 670 million u" a..,

62 million u. a. was earmarked for education, 41 million u. a. for

health and social security, 384 million u.a. for housing and urban

works , 32 million u. a" for agriculture and 86 million u. a. for

transport (in 1975 Portugnese gross fixed capital formation was

'"~~""","..-...

I 500 million u.

); 

(iii) the public undertakings, because of their importance in terms of

gross fixed capital formation and the power of the authorities to

decide on their location;
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(iv) the virtual absence of a system of regional aids means that it

is not possible to influence the siting of private sector firms.

There is , however, some regional differentiation under the system
of general or sectoralaids, whioh is based essentially on tax

exemptions"

Ambitious in its objectives, but lacking funds, the Portuguese regional

policy is at a preparatory stage; a land utilization plan is being drawn

up. The national plan should take ooncreteshape through integrated
programmes that are both sectoral and regional.

~c) Spanish regional policy

In 1964 a number of regional objectives were included in the first

development plan. As the main objective of this plan was economic

growth, and despite provision for the balanced participation of all

the country ' s regions in the development effort , the public authorities
concentrated their growth balancing activities on five development

points (La Coruna, Seville, Valladolid, Vigo and Saragossa) that were

suitable for short-term economic development until 1971. Burgos and

Huelva were added for the period up to 1974, Granada, Cbrdoba and

Oviedo (up to 1980) and Vallegarcia and Logrono (up to 1981)

The next two plans saw progress in the formulation ofa regional dev-
elopment strategy. The third plan (1972-75) linked sectoral planning

to regional planning. In order to achieve optimum development of the
whole country, it envisaged grouping the population together in a

hierarchical network of towns" Under the plan, four cities in addition
to Madrid and Baroelona were to have over 750 000 inhabitants by 1980

(Valenoia, Bilbao, Seville and Saragossa) and seventeen "balancing cities
were chosen as being best suited for expansion to over 250 000 inhabitants

by 1980. To meet the needs .of the rural areas , provision was also made
for consolidating the medium-sized towns"

See ADnex III: map of the development points.
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The administrative structure set up in 1973 comprises:

(i) a Ministry of Planning with an economic department and a regional

department;

(ii) 15 regional ministerial delegations covering the whole of the

country and regional planning committees.

The main incentives designed to draw industry to the development points

and industrial centres setup to ease congestion were as follows:

(i) public subsidies amounting to 20% of the fixed investment costs for

the promotion points and 10% for the development points;

(ii) substantial tax relief;

(iii) loans at preferential rates (1% interest rate subsidies).

As regards the cost of regional policy in Spain, we only have a few

estimates relating to 1975:

(i) 63 million u.a. in the form of subsidies and 882 million u.

in the form of loans at preferential rates;

(ii) 172 million u. a. in the form of capital expenditure on infrastructure

in the first seven development points under the first and second

plans.
(Spanish gross fixed capital formation: 47 700 million u.

The granting of autonomy to Catalonia and the Basque region is the

beginning of a process that caul chan~ Spanish regional
policy in a number of ways which ought to ehhance its importance , in

particular through the definition of a more precise framework for land

utilization.
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The Community s policy towards the regional problems of enlargement

1. If the applicant countries were to become full members in 1978 , and

if the Regional Fund were disbursed in its present form, the sums

that would be spent on those countries in 1978, calculated with

reference to both populati.on and per capita GDP of their problem

regions , would amount to approximately 105 million EUA for Greece,
125 million EUA for Portugal and 190 million EUA for Spain, making

a total of 420 million EUA.

This "mechanical" estimate does not allow for the regional problems
that will arise in the applicant countries as a result of enlargement;

nor, by definition, does it allow for the increased strUctural needs
that will be felt by certain regions of the present Community

following enlargement.

2. The Community of Twelve , as such, will have to face the serious

regional problems mentioned in Part I: an additional 34 million

people living in regions where the average product per capita

similar to that of the Mezzogiorno; wider divergences in development

levels between regions , liable to be widened further by the

economic effects of enlargement.

This situation could endanger the cohesion of the Community unless

v-igorous action is undertaken at the level of the .enlarged Community.

3. Thus , enlargement poses the problem of essential structural measures

in terms that are new both qualitatively and quantitatively.

Among these measures action to reduce regional disparities through

the rapid development of certain parts of the Community of Twelve

and the redevelopment of a number of regions particularly affected

by enlargement are absolutely essential.
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The scale of the problems to be solved is such that the structural

measures, in particular sectoral and regional operations, must be

mutually consistent and must also fit in with the Community

general economic policy.

3,,4. Regional action must be scaled to match the problems that arise.

If underdevelopment is to be overcome, and if the three applicant

oountriesare to become rapidly integrated into the common market
and indeed certain Community regions in a similar situation - will

have to be able to invest heavily so as to create new jobs.

they ..

Gross fixed capital formation as a percentage of domestic product,

at present around 20% for the applicant countries (22% for the

Community), should be increased if they are gradually to catch up..

(Ireland' s latest programme plans to increase the percentage to
30%. )

The economic structure of the three countries , with industries

protected by customs duties and agricultural sectors functioning

partly as closed economies , is weak, which means that it will not

be possible to finance investment needs from national savings once

the frontiers are opened up - particularly as there is a tremendous

amount of pressure in these young democracies for the raising of wages

to the European level.

The investment effort will thus have to be financed partly through

contributions from outside , in particular from the Community. The

need for outside help will be particularly great since entry into

the common market will make it necessary for the three countries to

speed up the process of restructuring their productive apparatus

both in agriculture and ,in industry, and publ i c infrastructure and

services will also have to be established rapldly, since what there

is at present is well below the ~~~ra' standard attained in the

nine Member States. This remark also applies to certain regions

of the present Community.
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The three applicant countries, like certain of the present Community

regions, also Buffer from the low productivity of their economies,
which is aggravating employment difficulties that are already serious

enough as it is.

In all three countries, the agricultural labour force is very large.

In 1975, it represented nearly 3C'f%, of the total working population

( Community average: 8. 7%), .and exceeded 5afo in many regions" Arr:f

increase in agricultural productivity (present productivity is about

50% of the Community average) will lead to a massive flight from the

land.

The non-agricultural sect.ors in these countries, as in certain
Community regions, are partly concentrated in activities of local

and regional interest (artisanal), which are ill-equipped to cope

with the opening-up of markets , price competition and rising wages.

Since these activities are labou~intensive a great deal of labour
is likely to be released.

This difficult situation j s aggravated by an increase in the population
of working age. It seems that the increase in working population in
the three countries from 1975 to 1985 will be about l. l% per year

compared wi thO. 8% in the Community (although many underdeveloped

regions in the Community have a rate much higher than 0. 8%).

The effect of all these factors together will be either a very high

rate of unemployment , particularly in the least industrialized regions,

or massive emigration to the north of Europe; the alternative - and

this is the only poli tioally acceptable and economically effective

solution... is for the Community to participate in financing a

considerable investment effort in the ~PJ?~~cant countries, and also

. " \"" ,...,

in a number of problem regions in the presentCOInmunity"
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5" From 1978 onwards , the Community regions with serious development

or redevelopment problems eligible for Regional Fund assistance will

have regional development programmes which the Member States are to

present to the Community. This method prevents aid being spread too

thinly, and ensures more coherent and economicaLLy effective

inve.stments. It could easily be extended to cover the apoL icant

countries. Moreover, the forms of assistance that can be used for

the non-quota section of the ERDF allow great flexibility.

The regional development programmes method also enables a comparison

to be made of the ways and means adopted for restructuring and

development in the countries and regions most affected by the process

of enlargement; besides , it allows the needs and problems to be

identified more clearly and facilitates the coordination of Community

and national financing instruments so that the right volume of funds

can be allocated to solving problems and achieving aims.

The regional problems that have been identified .are so serious that

the funds that might be made available represent only a partial solution.

Certain Community policies (e.g. agricultural policy, external

policy, competition policy, industrial policy) must be developed

with greater reference to regional problems; they will thus be able

to contribute to the reduction of disparities. A medium-term action

programme combining macro-economic aims with regional and

industrial structural measures would ensure the necessary coherence.



CHAPTER

Effects of enlar~ement on

agriculture and fisheries
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XII. EFFECTS OF ENLARGEMENT ON AGRICULTURE

1. The common agricultural policy now influences - directly or

indirectly - many aspects of the production and marketing of

almost all agricultural products in the Member States. It is

therefore in t.he agricultural sector that it is most vital to
examine the consequences of admitting the three new applicants 

a most del i cate task when account is taken of the physi cal and

economic dimensions of the agricultural s.ector in the three

countries : these dimensions appear considerable even in

comparison with the corresponding figures for the whole of the

Community. In this connection it will suffice to quote a few

particularly significant figures : the transition from a

Community of 9 to a Community of 12 means, under the present

circumstances Ci e., ignoring the dynamism generated by the

integration process) , a 55 % increase in the number of persons

employed in agriculture, a 49 % increase in the agricultural area,

a 57 % increase in the number of farms and ~ 24 % increase in

total production (see the main basic data in Table 33).
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It would therefore appe~r important in this context to ~n~lyse the

basic 1eSlt~l"es 01 I!!IgrieuLture, in the t~ree new appLicant States with a
~iew to pinpointing the factors which, in the event of enlargement,

could impede the integration proceS$.

~III. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AGR! CULTURAL SECTOR

ALthough it is very difficult to express the development gap between

countries in figures... a number 01 indicators show the approximate
situation of one country in reLation to ahers and enable certain ten-
tative comparisons to be made.

The thr~e applicants all have a per capita gross . domestic product which
is beLow the CommunitYCBverage and less than that of any Member State

except Ir~land. The same appL ies to the per capita GDP for the three
chief economic sectors and particularly for agriculture. 

Avera~~ GOP 

~~ 

member 01 the labour force

(current pr ices and ex change rat~s)

1915

GREECE PORTUGAL' EUR

sectors 1 961 539 It 486 382
Index EEC 2f\ierl.'ige m 100 100
Ag,.; cut ture 219 3 053 317 803
Index EEC average 100 100

Non- agri cut tural sectors 302 451 333 ' 006(all)
InQex EEe average 100 100
Agri culture a % other
sectors

". - 

A36...,

(See also Table .34)
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The productivity gaP. beween agriculture and other sectors, which is

considerable on average within the. Community, is even more marked in

the countries in question.

Over the past 15 years econom; c growth has been 
cons; derably greater in the

three applicant States es a whole than in the Community Member 
States;

this also a~plies to agriculture in Greece and, to a lesser extent, in

Spain (see Table 35). 11'1 Portugal, on the other hand, growth was \tery

limited during the reference perie')d and generally slower than in lIIost

of the Member States.

The growth rate for the agricultural sector in the three countries taken

together was substantially slower than for the rest of the economy.

Agri cul ture ' s share in total production has therefore been reduced consi~

derably..

1'91"1 culture as a percentage 01 the ~ross domest 
i c product

(Constant pri ces 1970)

. SPAIN

GREECE

PORTUGAL

FRANCE

IiAl V

IRELAND

19.

21.
25 :1

11.6
19.

.12l2.

14.

12.

18.

1960

Agf'ic:ultul"e s share of GO/' remains higher than inmost of the Collllllunity

Member States, however, IreLand being the only exception.

Despite the f$vourable trend, the agricultural productivity gap separa-

ting the three appL ican'!: States and the Nine has narrowed only slightly

in fifteen years.. In the case of Portugal, the gap has even widened.
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Per capita GDP in a~ri cut ture

(Const~nt pri ces and exchange rates)

1975 Index

' . 

Per capita GO!' in agri cul ture as fJereentage

(1960:::100) of the EEC average

1960 1915

SPAIN 358

GREECE 413 1.3

PORTUGAL 219

fUR 9 250 100 . 100

1M s results mainly from the trend in the .aQf'i cultural labour forcee

The drift awew from agri culture has been less rapid in the three afJp li--
cant States than in the Community on average (See Table 36)., Agricul--

ture therefore remains very imports".!:: as a soul"ce of jobs in these.
countries.

Person~ ensa~ed in a~r; cu~ turf!' a~ ~~ ~ercentage of the
total labour force

SPAIN

GREECE

PORTUGAL

fUR 9

1960

42.

51.
42.

17 .

22.

35.

28.

The mobility of agdcultural labour, Mhieh has been rather limited if

the very rapid economic d~velopment during the reference period is

taken into account, can probably be explained by the considerable under--

employment affecting cert~in non-agricultural 'sectors (trades, tourism...

etc) ; it can also be explained to a certain extent by the expansion of

industrial sectors which are capital-intensive and employ relatively

few workers (steeL, shipbuilding, petrochemicals, etc.
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'ast trends wouLd seem to indicate that, deSpite the potential of the

agricultural sector, the productivity gap between agriculture CIInd the
othe~economicsectors can only be n!!!rrowed by c:onsidera ly reducing

its labour force; this 01. course depends on therat3 of development
and the options available elsewhere, particularly 'in industry..

Agriculture is more prominent in the economy of the three applic~nts

than in the Community not so much because of the natural conditions as

because of the level 0"- development 'In the othersecto.rs.. Indeed, natU""

ral cond;t'lons are on the whole not very favourable to agriculture in

the three ' applicant States . i 
eo .!!!!! which, ",,1th about 32 mill ion hectares, accounts .for over 10 %

of the utH hed 89ri cul tural area in the "Three , is a very mountai-
nous country (only 40 % of its territory is less than 500 metres above

sea level) and has apreciominantly dry continental climate (about four

fifths of the country) and a poor water network

'" 

!Q.RTUGAL (about 4'mHl;on ha, 9 % of the UAA of the "Three ) is le.

mountainous than Spain but is also affected , particularly in the south
by a shortage of rainfaUand CD lack of natural soil fertH 1ty in many
areas;

... in GREECE (about 9 million 1'121... 20% of the UAA of the Three moun-

tains cover about 80 % of its area; the climah h' predominantly
Mediterranean and 1;he pl'eeip'ftat"!on is poorly spaced over the year..
The water network is .also very limited 'in this countn"

Agri cut tural production has in recent years been unable to keep pace

~ith increasing domestic demand... This can be seen from the trend in

seLf-supp lyrates for the main products and trade with other count!"; es

which will be ana Lysed in .the ~olLowing chapters.
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'The. above st atements .. part1cuia~lY ' those regarding the development gaps 
. are based on national averages.. These figures conceal. regional dispa,.;-
t;eswhich are, in the th~eE1 app Licant States, as l~rge as or even larg~r .
than those in the existing Community as a wholeCsee I"egionaL report).
In agriculture the disparities ar(! relatively small in ' Greece but are
very marked in Spain and fairly marked in Portugal (see Tables 38, 39 and 40)

Regional differences in productivitr

per person engaged. in agri cut ture

Spain
(provinces)

Greece
(regions, excluding

thens region)

POf'tugal
(dist.ricts) 

Index for the
region with the
highest produc-
tivity (region
wit~ t~e lowest. 
productivity = 100)

111 111 . 218

--......--...-......

These figures are of course only' a guide since the i!9dministrati ve units
to which they refer vary , in area and economic significance"
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STRUCTURES

The structure of farms, and in particular their size, has a determi-

ning irfluenee on the development of agriculture in that it affects

the methodsod production and thus productivity and, to a certain

extent, the choice of crops

... 

There are great differences between the

three appl icant States- In this respect"

The average areEJ of farms of over 1 tis is about 23 ha in Spain, 4 ha
in Greece and 10 hs in Portugal (see Table 37). I In the present Com-

munity, t~e average area ranges from 7" 7 tla (Italy) to 51.. 4 ha (United

Kingdom)"

These averages are, however, of little significance since the struc-

tural situation often varie~, considerably within each country"

Of the three, Greece has the smallest range. Small farms predominate

and cover almost all the uti Uzed agricul tuf"al area: farms of less
than 20 ha, i" e.. about 99 of the total, account for 90 % of the area..

Spain and Portugal, on the other hand, countain great contrasts

farms 01 less than 20 ha (84 % 
of the numerical total in Spain and

94 % in Portugal) account for only 20% and 31 % respectively of the

total UAA. Conversely, farms of over 100 ha (3.. 1 and 1 % of the nume-

rical total respectively) account for 59 % and 45 % respectively 

the total area..

The average area of farms varies considerably from one region to another

(see Tables 38 , 39 and 40). In portugal the range is from 63 ha in the

region of Evora to 3.. 2 ha in the region of Porto 1 The large farms

are concentrated in the south (particularly the districts 
of PortCitegre,

Evora and Beja)..

" . , '..

The figures for Portugal refer to the situation pribr to the

agrarian .reform..
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In Spain the range is not so wide", the extremes being 6. 2 ha in Gal 

cia ' and 32. 8 ha in the centre.. The Large farms are fo~nd mainly in the

cent re of t he count ry..

A regional analysis confirms that Greece is fairly homogeneous ; the

range is from 2 to 4. 4 ha", in Epirus and Thrace respectively.

As cL imate and soilferti li~y vary considerably within One and the

Same country", the size of farms may have a very different signifi cance

from one region to another.. Irrigation is particularly important in

this context since in most parts of the three countries in Cluestion

it is indispensable for a large number of crops (maize, sugar beet",

fruit and vegetables", tobacco", cotton, protein-rich crops and fodder

crops)..

As yet, relevant figures are avai lable only for Spain. The irrigated

area in that country represents about 65 % of the irrigated area of

the "Three , however. Table 41 shows that the irrigated area per farm

with irrigation (farms of over 1 haonly) averages only 2.. 6 ha overall..

Unfortunately, regional figures are not available, but on the national

level the distribution of irrigated areas in relation to the number of

farms presents a much more balanced pi cture than that of farm areas in

relation to the total area..

. Another structural aspect which is important for rational cultivation
of the land and thus for the improvement of agri cultural productivity

1 s the ~ub-d;visipn of ~rms into plots.

This prob~em seems to be acute in all three countries. Farms are divi-

ded into an average of 10.. 8 plots in Spain, 6. 5 in Greece and 6.4 in

Portugal.

Regional figures also show that the division of farms into plots is

most prevalent in those regions in whi ch farms are smallest and wh; ch,

therefore", face a dual problem..

Here again", Greece is ,the most homogeneous of the three countries.
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. Tables 38 39, 40, 49,50 and 51 ~ermit certain comparhons to be made,

for each region in the three. countries; between strctural characteri 

tics, product,ivity and type of crops.

from this emerges a kind of"'regional profile of agriculture, constitu-

ting only an outline,-but nonetheless 5hO\4ing the main characteristics..

'In part icular, it is interesting ,to compare regions which have similar

production features but whi cn di Her structural ly or, corW'ersely, regions

w~thstructural similarities but speCializing in different branches of
production.

Examples of the ' first cal$e are the Spanish regions of Galicia and
Norte. These two regions are predomin~ntly stock-farming areas

but the Galician farms are smaller on average and sub-divided into a

greater number of plots" This situation has obvious repercussions 

productivity.

Examplesof the s~cond case are levante, in particular the provinces

of Alicante, Castellon and Valencia, where crop products predominate,

and GaLicia or certain provinces of Norte. Inlevante, which 
accounts

for a large proportion of Spain s fruit and vegetable production, and

in particular ~itrus fruit, productivity per person engaged in 
agri cul-

ture is considerably higher than in the other two regions, where the

farms spe~ialize mainly in stock-rearing.
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PRODUCTION AND DEMAND

The production structure in the three countries, which is typically

Me~iterrane~n, differs considerably from the average Co~munity struc~
ture and from that of most of the present Member States (see Table 42).

Plant products predo"!:i!,ate over livestock products, part i cularly 
Greece and Portugal.

The relative importance of the various product groups tak.en individually
corresponds .to the situation in certain Member States (Netherlands,

BelghJI'II, United Kingdom , France and Italy in the case of fresh vege~

tables ; France, Italy and Luxembourg in the case of wine)" However,

in none of the Member States of the present Com!'lunity, with the excep-

".,

tion of Italy, has the product group consisting of fruit and vegetables,

wine and olive oil, such relative i.mportanceas in the three appli cant
countries. This structure is changing gradually; a slight increase in
the proportion of livestock pr.oduction is apparent in ' Spain and Portu,:"

gal , but the reverse trend is seen in Greece.

The rate of population increase over the last fifteen years has been

higher at least in Spain ~nd Portugal, than the Community average, and

living standards have improved with the rapid expansion of the economy

inal t three countries; these two factors have meant a rapid and selec-

tive increase in domestic demand for ~gricultural products. The eating

habits of the population have, over the last few years, undergone changes

which in some cases have been substantial (see Table43).. These changes

have affected plant products (for example, increase in sugar consumpt ion)
and , even more so, t ivestock products. Per capita consumpt;o~; of beef
and veal, pigmeat and poultrymeat has in all three countries more than

doubled over a period of some ten years. Consumptibn of milk and its

derivatives; except butter, has aL.s(L.al(11O~~ do\Jbted.jJkp..
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Over the sallie period' eonslllllpt'ion i n the MelilberStates increased to

a l~sserext,ent~ except in Italy where ~he situation in the Sixties
was ~im; lar to that in Spain, Portugal and Greece.

Qi1fererices, in solne ~ases major ones, still exist, however, between
the Thre and the ~in~. In the, three new countries, less sugar is con-

sumed but more c:erealS~ potatoes, vegetables, fresh fruit, wine i!lnd

, ~live oil.. As regards """'vestock pr~duct~, the " Three" consume less beef

veal and p;gmeat, but more sheepmei!lt and goatm~at and about the same

amount of poultry meat" Asf~r milk products.. butter consumption is

c:learl; lower. Chees~ consumption is higher in Greece but l?wer in the

two other ; countries. ' Thes~ comparisons are based on the Comm~nity aye-

age, although substant ial differences also exist among the Member Sta-

tes" Broadlyspeaking~ the level of consumption in the "Three '" i s not

" .

greatly di~1erent from that recorded in Italy.

the rise in demand has cons~derablyboostedproduct1on. There has been
an increase in the output of not only those, products in ' whi ~h ~hese

countries were deficient.. but also traditional export products (see
Tabl' e44). Production of feed grain, sUgar'beet andmeat'(beef and

.veal, pigmeat and poultrymeat) has \"oug'hly doubled over the last ten

years. Milk production has increased by 50 %. Pcoduct;on of vegetables,

fruit and wine has risen rapidly, especially in Greece and in Sp.ain,
whereas production has increased at a slower rate in ' Portugal, generally
speaking.

However, ,the increase in production has not prevented a deterioration

in the self-supply tates, at tea!;t f~rc:ertain produtts ~see Table 45).
As regards plant pr?ducts, this has been the case in Spain and . Portugal

with cereals (espec1aUymaize') and - vegetables. There are no recent data
lIIvaitaD'le for Greece, but,t he trade pattern, ana lysed in the next chapter
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suggests' that the situation there is' si.mi Lar.. As regards livestock
products, the set f"supply r.iite has generally improved in Spain and
Greece in the case of meat (beef and veal, ' pigmeat and poultrymeat),
butter and cheese.. In Por~ugal , on the other hand, ;t has deteriorated

in the 'case of all these products.

Despite the rapid increases in production over the, Last few years and
unfevourable natural circumstances, ,the unexploited potential of these
countries, albeit difficult to quantify, remains considerable.

Yields pel" hectare (see Table 46) appear to be very low, particularly
in Portugal and Spain, in comparison with those in the Community (in sorne
cases less than halfi and suggest that it may be pbssible, ~t least

technically, to increase production even without basic alterations to

the existing production se~p...Differences seem . to be particularly great
in the case of cereal$. However 

it should be pointed out that the con"
~i~ions of production differ, from both the structural and the cl imati c
poi~i: of view, from the average conditions in the Community. 
Comparison with figures relating to Italy.. or even to the United States
where the extensive methods of production approximate mos~ closely to

those in certain areas of Spain or Portugal, considerably reduces th~

scale of the differences. NevertheLess, the latter remain si9n11i cant
in the case of the more intensive crops such as' maize, ri ce or potatoe$..

The ~ituation as regards permanent crops remains static
, but certain

data suggest that intensification is at least a theoretical possibility.

In thi.s connection mention may be made of the irrigated areas in Spain
which are alre~dy used as o.l ive groves (roughly 80 000 hectares).
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In all three co~ntries, however, the extension and increase of produc-

, t10n still depend largely on irrigation. This is true not only for
highly intensive crops such as fruit and vegetables but also for most

, of the products in which the three countries are deficient (maize or
vegetable proteins'" Consiaerable efforts to irrigate the land have

been made in the p~sf and continue

' .

to be made, parti cularly in ,Spain

ar:-d Greece. The area irrigated has increased over the last few years

by more than 80 000 hectares per year on average in Spain and by more

than 30 000 hectares per year in Greece. Portugal, on the other hand,

appears fo.r the moment to be interested mainly in increasing the see-

mingly inadequate use made of existing networks~

The rapid increase in the productive area and the constant improvement

in yields per hectare of fruit crops, parti cularly in Spain, seem to
testify to the fact that the physical or technical limits of these crops

have not yet been reached and that the limiting factors are the absorp-

tion capacity of the domestic market and the export possibilities, rather

than natural conditions or cost factors.

Both Spain and Greece have, over the past few years, been heed with

the problem of surpluses in the fruit and vegetable sector.

Available statistics show, however, that the extremely rapid expansion

of orange-growing over the past few years has been accompanied in

Spain, whi ch accounts for more than 74 % of orange production by the

Three, by a 'steady fall in yields per hectare.

It 15 difficult at this stage to explain this phenomenQI'I. It 
could

however, correlate with s,panish efforts to orient production towards

early or late varieties which, by.~and ~.a~9.~,iA" ar~ less productive.
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Trends in productive ~reas and yields per hectare

under citrus fruits in Spain

Product; ve areas Yield per hectare
(100 Kg/ha)

hectares 1976 index
(1964 100) 64-66 74-76

oranges 139 534 161 190. 136

mandarins 021 510 152. 151.

lemons 480 208 81. 144.

grapefruit 341 169 , 96. 147.

The planting of less intensive crops than those mentioned ' above is

hampered, at least partly by the water shortage and by the structural
situation prevai ling in the three countries. To make the investment

worthwhile, from both an economic and a social point of view, new irri-

gation works hove understandably been concentrated very heavi ly in the
areas where the qual ityof tb~ soi l and the concentFation of labour en-
sured more intensive use. Tbe a,.verage farm area is much smaller in the

irrigated zones than in tl'l,.: rest of the country. Productivity per unit
of area is, under these conditions , the criterion determining the choi c~

of crops. The difference behleen fruit and vegetable crops and other .
intensive crops, such as maize or sugarbeet, is too great to allow far-

mers to make a real ch01 ce.

As regards stock-farming, data relating to production and to the sel 
supply rate show that there has been a satisfactory increase in the

output of pigmeat and poultrymeat.' This has also been the case, parti-
cularly as regards Spain and ,Greece, with beef and veal production..

1 '
This matter has been anaLysed, with reference to the Mediterranean
regions of the Community, in Document SEC (76) 4450/1 and 2 (see in
part i culsr point 31 , page 27).
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Even so, the three countries $till have a large deficit in the beef

and veal sector. Moreover... the produc~ion increa$ep which h~sbeen
, mainly due t'o the greater average weight 01 slaughtered animals (see
Table 47) and to the development of intensive fattening ' units 1

has been accompanied by an increase (in some cases a very sizable in-

crease) in imports of feed ~,ainp in particular maize and vegetable

proteins., If this ,trend continue$, it wit l mean growing imports of basic
feeding ,.stuffs for cattle..

Any new development model for b~ef and veal production", on the other
hand, would require thorough-going structural changes sinee - it would

involve an increase in fodder production... resulting from the considera=

t;on$ already set out on page- 180. It would also require an ilf'provement

in the structures of the dairy herds which provide calves for fattening

and which... in all three countries, are usually small ;n size (see Table48). 
Within the same country natural ~nd structural conditions, the extent

01 'irrigation networks etc", sometimes' differ widely and this often leads

to a marked concentration of special 'fzed farming in welt-defined regions...

/it does in the Med f1:erranean regions of the Community. Thus", for

example, in Spain lfiorethan 80 % of citrus fruits are produced in the

levClnte region... more than 15 % of olive oil in Andatuciaand nearly

roughly 20=-25 % of young cattle slaughtered in 19'13 in Spain came

from these units.
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7\1fo of wine in the Centre, Levante and Western Andalucia regions..
This SaIIle phenomenon is also apparent , albeit to a less DUU'ked

degree, in Greece and Portugal (see Tables 49, 50 and 51).. This

situation highlights the importance of agricultural policy. serving
regional development purposes and the need to achieve a balance

among the for:ms of intervention which help increase the profitability

of the various types of farming..
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D'i. TRADE

The importance of t~ade to the national economy is not the sam~

for all three applicant States.

Because the domestic ' market is small,

other countries is a necessity for the

Portugal and Greece. This is less true

has a market of more than 35 million.

a very open pol ic)' to~ards
economi c deve lopment of both

in the case of Spain, which

The relationship between the value of external trade and produc tion
reflects this situation fairly clearly..

1----- - ---- Va Tue -of- eKte r na T- t rad;-as-- ~ -Value-ot-ex terna tr ad e- tn- ----1 , a % of GDP agricultural products as a 
I (current prices and rates % of GAP
I of exchange) ' ' (current prices and rates of. I , exchanne) 

, '----------~--------------------------------______

d__---------------------~

1 Trade and total production Trade and agricultural production 

1----------- ----

,-------------- ~--- ~---------~-----~--- 

-----..f.. I ,I Imports I . Exports Imports Exports 1 I-------

~~---~-- ~~- -----,------ ~- ------~------~ ---- ---

r------~
1973 1975 1973 J 1~75 1913 I, 1975 ! 1973 1 1975 II I f '1 , 8-------

'------- '------- '------ '------- ~------

ii-------r------
1 Spain : 13 ! 15 : 1 ! 7 ! 22 1 : 30 1 20 7 I 19I, 
1 Greece 1 21. 2 I 25. 1 8. 8 1 10.9 I 15.4 I 15.3 I 26. 1 21.' I 
I Portugal I 25. 26.3 1 15. 5 1 13. 1 29. 1 42. 1 19. I 15.3 II II I I ,

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

These figures show that, in relative terms, the contribution of the

agricultural sector to exports has declined, while agricultural imports

have increased in relation to national production. However,. it has not

yet succeeded in keeping pace with the growth in domestic consumption.
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The structur.e of trade has a ltered substantially over the
last ten )'e ~rs (see Table 52? The proportion 0" CIgri cultural
products in, exports' has fallen very sharply in aU three
c,ountries. It has also faLLen, albeit toOl much 4,e!$s marked
degree, in 'imports into Spain .and Greece, ' whereas in Portugal
it has risen.

. ....

, Percentage of t"r'ade ' accounted for by ,agricultural products

,----~ ~-- -- -,- - -- --- -- -~-~- - ---- -~- - -- --~-- - -- -- --- -- ---- - - - -- -- -~

, I I '

, ,

' , Imports

:' 

Exports I , 1-~--------

~-----~------~------------

~-----------4

, ,

I I
1963-65 : " 1973-15 I 1963-65 : 1CJ73-15 I, 

1--- ----------4-------- ---- -4- 

----- -- - -- 

- -4--- - --- - -- --4

. ' 

rSpai J 20. : 16,, 51.9 .4 I ' . I O. 
Greece . 1~hO : 11' : 51. I 31.

: Portugal I 16. . 20. : 25.. I 11.

' . 

' 1 
: fEC Nine ,I 23.

: ,

16,, 12 ,, : 12.I IIlhly J 22. : 19. : 13. I 8.
I ' 0 0

. '~----- ----_ ~----- ------ _ -----------~_ -- ----------_ ---- - - 

- --- -- J

AgricuLture is 'increasingly tending to upset the trade balance.
The agricultural balance of Spain and Portugal has shifted from
a situation approaching equilibrium to deficit which amounted,

over the period 1973-1975, to (j22 and 424 mi II ion dollars res-
pectively. This is not the case with Greece, which has managed

to boost agricultural exports sufficiently to offset the consi-

derable growth in imports. ' The surplus on its' agricultural
balanoeincreased, over, the same period, fro~ 38 to 120 million
dollars"

The variation in the 00ver rate illustrates these developments

IIlore clearly.
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Cover rate

(exPorts ' as % of imports)

B --=~=~=~~,~=~~=== --- 7-$ -------~-----

,----~-~------=---------- ------

I . 8 '

.. 

1963 -65 I

, '

1913-15 ' I 'I '

~~-$--"'--"' ---'-"""="'=""""'=""""'~"'--"""-"""-"""""""'

T-............
b...-......__..."'-i8 ' 8, 

I aU products: agricuLtur.all aU products I agricuLtural 
I.... products produc'h I

I I"'--"'-"""--"""~

' ~""""""-~"""-",--",~""""""""""""

~"",,~,,,-+-,,,,,,"'-"""""""""""""""i_4 8 ' ': I B I
I S~ail'l I 36. I 93.:7 48 .. 73 eO ,
B ,

I .
Greece I 32.

: ,

126.. I 43. I 124..

: ,

PortUgCill 1 64. 100.0 ~?8 1 44.I '

...~..._..._.........

J..............................~J.......................................J......=...............~............_

!........................-_...............

Overall (all products), the situ~tions of Spain and Greece are improving.

As regards agricultural product s, the si tuat ion is almost stable in the

case of Greece and rapidly deteriorating in the case of Spain. Portugal'

cover rate is , however, deteriorating rapidly both overall and in respect

of agricultural products..

The better performance of Greece as regards agriculture could be explained

by the very favourable preferential trade system which it enjoys on the

Community market under the terms of the association agreement which came

into force at the end of 1962. However, this is not borne out by the

figures, since the trend of Greece s cover rate is more favourable in

respect of non-member countries than in respect of the Community.
This

is due to the fact that , whereas exports to the two groups of countries

are more or less keeping pace, imports from the EEC are increasing more

rapidly.

Greece: Cover rate (e~orts as % of imports)

, .respec:l; of. agricultural products
N".

EEC Nine

1963-

323.

73..

1973-

Non-Member countries

235.

79.
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Greece Trend of ,a~riculturaL trade

, (index : average, 1963-65 = 100)

Imeor~ Export s

EEC 9

Non-member countri~s

466

313
340

339

It should, however, . bei)oted that the trends recorded have emerged

agains~ a background, in all three countries, of very restrictive

import regimes which have substantially reduced 
the effects of

outs i decol1lpet i ti on 9

The Community was in 1963-65, and is still in 1973-75, the main

outlet for agriculturaL exports from the three appLicant countries,

yet contrH:uJtes relatively little to their imports.

~EC share of a~ricu~~ural tr~

(%)

, Imports Exports

1963-65 , 1973-15 1963-65 1913-75

Spain

Greece
20.
21.3
11.5

11 .

28.
126

59.

54.
51 .s

, 59.

54 ..3
45.Portugal

l)ur'll1g the rC!ference p~riod, the trend 01 agricuLtural trade
witH non-member countries and with the Community differed accor-
ding to country"

As far as imports are concerned, the- .(;Stl'-vE!'lo~nt \ of, tr:ade with

- '" . ",. '" ,..

the two groups of countries was roughly equal in the case of

Portugal, substantially to the advantage of non-member countries

in the case of Spain and.. to a lesser extent, to the advant age
of the Community in the case of Gree~e"
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The trend of exports was practically the s~me in each case.

During the same period, intra-Community trade develOped much

more rapidly than Community trade with non-member countries. This

is particularly true in respect pf imports.

Trend of agricultural trade with the EEC

and non-member countries

( index : - i963-65 100)

Import s Exports

from EEC from non-member to EEe to non-membercountries countries

Spain 252 526 366 363

Greece 466" 313 340 339

portuga l 620 584 231 295

fEe 9 540 199 476 391

. The range of products which make up the bulk of a~ricultural trade 
varjes ,little between the 'three countries (see Tables53 , 54 and 55).

In general, the differences are merely in the quantities concerned

and the relative importance of each product in the country s overall

imports.

Imports consist mainly of meat, mi lk products and, as regards

crop products, of feed grains (maize in particular~, sugar, tobacco

and vegetable proteins.

1 The analysis by products, which is very iIDportant for estimating
th~ effects of enlargement with \ respect to non-member countries,

is dealt with very briefly at ft'f'h;" S~9~~)"lt..can be gone into in
greater detai l in the light of the external trade figures avai lable
in D. G. II, which are to be examined 'in March.
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Some of these are products in which the Community also has a

' . 

defi eit (feed grains, tobacco and vegetable proteins). Thi 
partlY explains the Community s relatively small contribution

to the three countries ' imports.

Spanish exports consi$t mainly of fruit and vegetables, citrus

fruit in particular, wine al'Td olive oi l. Portugal exports mainly

wine, preserved fi sh,""preservedfruit and vegetables (tomato

concentrate) and cork. Greece exports fresh and processed fruit

and vegetables, tobacco, wine, raisins and olive oi L. '

Main agricultural products imported and exported by the three countries

IMPORTS

(a) as % of the country s total agricultural imports

Spa Greece

I.. ~veanimals and meat

Mi lk products
Maize

Sugar

Vegetable proteins

(b) 1915 index (1912 = 100)

live ani ma ls and meat

Milk products

Maize

, 224

408

1 354

238

182

377

326

253

Sugar

Vegetable proteins

Portu a l

204

341

542

143

In the case of all three countries the figures appear to show subs-

titution for direct meat imports ~Y imports of coarse grains and

vegetable proteins required to develop domestic production.
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(a) as % of the country s total agriculturaL exports

Fresh and processed fruit
and vegetables

Wine

al ive oi l
, Fish pr~paratfons
Raw tobacco

(b) 1975 index (1912 :: 100)

Fresh and processed fruit
and vegetables

Wine

Olive oil

Fish preparations
Raw tobaceo'

Spain Greece Portu!:aa l

1-1

169 233

168 201 148

135 247

...

118

200

These few figures show the greater dynamism of , Greek exports compared

with tt,bse of Spain and, particularly", Portugal.

Finally, Table 56 gives a theoretical picture of the total external

trade of a Community of 12 for the period 1973-15.

In the static situation which the table assumes 'intra-Community

trade in agricultural products would experience fairly Limited

growth in both absolute ana relative termS6

The trade def; cit would be more- than double that of the present
Community.. The agricultural deficit would, however, remain appro-

ximately the same size as the res~lt of set-off between the Thr

and the Nine..
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XVII. AGRICULTURAL POl1CV

A detailed analys'is of the agricultural pol ieies followed by Spain,

Greece and Portugal is beyond the 'scope of the study, at least at
this stage.

It nevertheless appears necessary to recall some aspects of those

policies inasmuch as the)p"'E!xplain, at least in part, production

trends in recent yea1'!; and make possible a better appreciation of
the change.s that any integration .of the countries in question into
the Community could imply in this field.

, In all these three countries the importance of the agricultural

sector in the economy makes .it all the more necessary to integrate
agricultural development, and hence the policy measures affecting

the sector, into the broader framework of the economic and social

d~velopment of the country. This ensures the required cohesion

between sectoral action and overaLL objectives. The three countries

thus draw up guidelines valid for several years, subject to revision

or supplement depending on the economic situation.. which form part
of their development plans.

The main objectives in the agricultural sector are substantially

the same for' aLL three applicants. In each case.. the increase of
productivity and the raising ofl1~~ndard of living in agriculture

are priority a~ms.

Another major preoccupation, particularly in Spain and Portugal..
is obtaining supplies of pro~ucts in which these countries are
substantially in defi cit and achieving a trade balance.
Overcoming st ructura l short comings const itut~s a furt her concern.
In this case it is Greece and Portugal which put more emphasis on

the problem.. at least in principle, although the objectives ,sought
are sometimes different.
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The means employed to a.chieve these aims are many.. Of those

which can have a more direct influence on production, price

poli cy has 'a fundamental importance in all three countries.

Combined with import cont'rols, which are generally very strict,

it ensures a balance between supply and demand and curbs price

fluctuations.

In order to achieve -certain specific aims (the programme for

increasing beef and veal production, for example) the price

policy is often combined with direct aid to production or

inputs.

With respect to structures, programmes for eKtending the 
i rri-

gation network are of particular importance in all three countries,

particularly Greece andSpaifi. In Portugal a politicallY and

economi cally far- reaching agrarian reform covering the ,central

and southern part of the country has been adopted by Parliament.

A first look at prices shows up a' significant fact : for some

products, cereals and meat in , particular, prices in the three

countries are very close to Community prices and in some cases

even higher, whereas 
for others, most Mediterranean products in

particular, prices are substantially .lower than Community prices.

This implies that, irrespective of the absolute 
level, the

ratios between 'prices are different in the Community and in

the countries in question and that these ratios are normally

more favourable to Mediterranean products within the Community.
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The import of agricultural products, particularly tho~e in which

these countries are in deficit, is often handled bya .State monopoly
or at least directly controlled by one. In some cases, both Greece

and S~a"n have liberalized imports by setting up frontier mechanisms which

re similar in concept to the Community levies. This is the case with

milk products in Greece and feed grains, cheeses and certain fishery

products in Spain. These m~Ehanisms, however, often appear to function in

a fai rly rudirnerit~rYIJli3nner compared with the similar Community

m~chanisms~ Frequent, sometimes dai ly, changes in the levies in line

with" variations in world prices are no doubt found impratical and
burdensome in countries whose volume of trade cannot be compared

with that of- the , Community. Furthermore, the levies are usually

not a substitute for customs duHes but are imposed in addition to
them and to a series of other import charges, which mean, that the

overall level of protection is very high.

The grant of premium~ or djrect aid generally tends to accentuate

the phenomenon mentioned on page 192 regarding the ratios

between the prices of different products since, in most cases, 

the recipients are stock farmers or cereal growers. Spain, Greece

and Portugal have, for example, each set up a system of premiums,

unde.r a programme for increasing national meat production, in order

to make higher slaughter weights for cattle more attractive.

These premiums have certainly been partly responsible for the

growth of production caused by the increase in average slaughter

weight s..
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XVIII. FISHERIES

. Greece, Portugal and Spain are all maritime countries with sea-going

traditions. In all three of them, fishing is of special importance,
but the relative size and structure of the sector vary considerably.

We can compare fleet tonnages and numbers of fishermen..

The Spanish fishing fleet is third in the world after those of the

USSR and Japan. If we look at the numbers of vessels over 100 grt

and the total gross tonnage, we see that the EEC fleet would be

doubled by the accession of the three applicant countries

Number Total 

Portugal
Spain

2 380

lOO

165

1 797

794 350

43 600

126 500

580 000

EEC

Greece

These figures do not , however, give the whole picture, for a large

proportion of the fleets of the three applicants consists of vessels

of less than 100 grt , especially non-industrial boats. In Greece in.

1974, the fleet consisted of 68 boats with freezing capacity, 798

other deep-sea vessels and about 25 000 little boats for small-scale

local fishing, not all of them with engines..

The situation in Portugal is similar: of a total of 9 223 vessels

in 1975, there were 7 436 of 5 grt or less, and 5 695 of them had

no engines..

The Spanish fleet is more modern and on the whole the vessels are

larger. Thus, in 1975 it comprised 4 763 boats of 20 grt or more,

and some 12 000 smaller craft, mostly with engines..

Ac cording to Lloyd' s Register of Shipping, as at 1,, 1977 - La P8che

mari time, January 1978..
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A comparison of the size of fleets with the nUlllber of fishermen in

the three countries gives an idea of the structure of fishing:

Greece

Portugal
Spain

Colll1Ilun.i 

( 1976)

(1975)

(l976)
(1976)

47 000 (inoluding 15 000 part-time)
30 000

72 000

150 000

The various difficulties which have arisen in fisheries in the last

few years, and specifically the extension of exclusive limits to the
richest fishing grounds, have so far led to a decrease in the size

of the fleet only in Greeoe. In Spain, fleet modernization has
meant the commissioning of some major vessels, which have maintained

total tonnage. The Greek and Portuguese fleets are not unsimilar

to that of Italy: they are ageing and need replacement , esepeoially

in Portugal. Both Greece and Portugal are giving state aid for

replacement of boats and for renewal and modernization of fishing

tackle"

Of the three countries, it is above all Spain which has appreciable

fishing interests in the Col!lIllU1lity s zones. Boats from Northern Spain

have traditionally fished off the Atlantic coasts of France, the Unite

Kingdom and Ir~land.. A fisheries agreement is currently being negotia~ed"

Spain has also made agreements with Senegal, Morocco and Canada, and i-s
negotiating with the United States and Mauritania..

Greeoe has traditionally fished off th~ coasts of Mauritania, Libya

and Tunisia. An agreement with Mauritania was suspended in 1976"

Portugal has apparently not made any fishing agreements.. Until 1977,
Portuguese boats were allowed into Colll1Ilun.i ty waters (off Greenland)

and are currently fishing in the zones of the United States, Canada,
NorwBiY, South Amerioa and, it would seem, some West Af".rican states

!!!!iii

llull infor~tion is not yet to hand about the applicant countries ' fishing
Iptivities in the zones of non-member countries, or On fishing agreements

llade or under negotiation.
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Both Spain and Portugal can be expected to have interests in Community

fishing zoneS. Spain because it is traditionally oriented towards

French, United Kingdom and Irish Atlantic waters. Portugal because

it he,s suffered from the extension of economic zones (total ban in

Angola, gradual reduction in particular in Norway, Canada and the

USA) and is therefore likely to seek other fishing grounds.. Greece,

however, has never fished in the North Atlantic and its fleet does

not seem to be equipped for this.

Since 1976 Portugal I economic zone has been extended to 200 nautical

miles both off its continental coast and around the islands of the

Azores and Madeira" Its continental coastline is 790 kin long and

the island coasts about 900 kin.

Spain has recently extended its economic zone to 200 nautical miles

along its Atlantic coast; it has given to understand that it may

extend it in the Mediterranean" Its Atlantic coast is I 938 kin long

between the Portuguese and French frontiers and about 300 km from the

south of Portugal to Gibraltar" The extension also applies to the

Canary Islands..

Up to now Greece seems to have maintained a zone of only 6 nautical

miles; but the shape of the country with its indented coastline and
the thousands of islands, particular1!y in the Aegean Sea, as well as

the rocky sea-bed which restricts fishing means that an extension of

this zone for fishing purposes is of little interest..

Up to now Community shipowners have not shown any interest in fishing

in the waters of the applicant countries; but it cannot be excluded

that the need to seek new fishing grounds might lead them to do so

in the future"

In line with the size of their fishing fleets, the applicant countries

production is fairly large, but onlyspaitb,a.1:most covers its internal
requirements, while Greece and Portugal are in deficit to approximately

the same degree as the EEC (the self-supply rate is 85%) 

~ .

Some ba,sicdata on production and trade are given in Tables 57, 5'8 and' 59:
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The production of sponges, a traditional Greek e:x:port , has dropped

considerably (40 t in 1976). However, Greece is developing the

breeding of fr~shwater fish, in particular trout and carp..

None of the three applicant countri;3s seems to have areal market
or~ization but all three give subsidies for vario1J.s activities
and for structural adjustments" Subsidies for fuel oil are granted

in Spain and Greece; Portugal does not seem to have provided for
this.. However, Portugal has a consumer price system which apparently

makes it necessary to grant subsidies to auctions..

As regards production the accession of the three applicants will not

cause a serious problem, but nor will it solve the problem of Community

supplies.. At the same time, one cane:x:pect problems regarding the
exploitation of Community resources and the restructuring of the

applicant countries ' fleets.

Certainly Portugal and, above all, Spain represent serious competition

for Community fishermen.. An equitable solution will have to be found

particularly since existing fishing fleets are already too large

especially in countries where the job situation i.s precarious and
fishermen cannot easily be transferred to other work, in spite of

the fact that the Portuguese and Greek fleets are mainly made up of

small , old vessels unsuitable for modern fishing..
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RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The most sigr11f'icent alterations brought about by the change 
frOJD a

Community of nine ,countries to a Couummi ty of twelve would be the

following:

moo a drop in the average level of "wealth" per inhabitant and,conse-

quently, gx:eater disparities in income between member countries

(the gross domestic product per capita would fall, given a static

, situation, end 1915 conditions, from .~ US 5 221 to ~ US 4 160); 

... en increase in the number of persons employed in agriC1llture (4.

million extra units, arise of over 50%) and particularly in their
representativeness wi -thin an enlarged Community (the groport ion of

persona employed in agriculture of the total working population

would. increaaefrom the present CJ!o to about 11%);

moo an increase in the relative importance of those fanns whose produo-

tion is considerably affected by their d.
ifficult structural situation;

.. an increased volume of production, and changes in Community self-
supply rates:

"" a slight reduction in the immediate future (assuming a static situation)
i!l the self-supply rate for products of which there are at present

structural surpluses , such .as meat and milk , but a reduction also for

products in which the Community already has a deficit,
' such as- coarse

grai~ and vegetable proteins.
... growth in the self-supply rate in the case of products where the

Community, although it sometimes faces difficulties
, is at present

in defioi t (citrus fruits) but also in the case of products of

which there is already a surplus either overall or at certain

periods of the year or which ,in the new context created by enlarge-

ment, might soon produce surpluses, (wine, 011 ve oil, certain fresh

and" processed fruit and vegetables). 

These changes ,which would be considerable' even given 
present production

conditions and prices ,would. ~;;;" probilM1"' accentuated by the er:e~f!iO!'l

to the three 3PP11c~ltg of the Community 
pri~8 poli~J.
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IlL gradual ohaDge in trade flows both wi thin the ComD1\U'1:1. t1' and
between the COIDD1Un:l.ty and non-omember countries (substitution
between impcrted products and. products of Ccmmnmity origin).

All these factors point, to a situation which is going to aggravate
oonsiderably some difficulties whioh are already serious in the

present Community..

As far asbud:get equilibrium is concerned, increased delll8.t1d and

requirements (inoreased political importance of the agricultural

sBctor and of that part of it with weak struotures) will be faced

with a proportionally reduced capacity to contribute and therefore

to make transfers"

Furthermore , the fixing of common priqes , which is already difficult

in present circumstances, would be further complicated both politically

and economically by the differences in structures and prOductivity

between the various types of farm"

SQme differences in p~oduction costs and above all the

differences in standards of living between th~ Three and the Nine

might well make the concept of "satisfactory income" a very variable

one"

Moreover , since inflationary trends in Spain, Greece and Portugal are
stronger than in t:he Community countries 1'lhich are in the "snake , the

ap~lication of the present agri-monetary system in an enlarged Community

could result in the introduction of monetary compensatory amounts in the

ap~licaht countries ' agricultural trade. On this assumption, in the event
of ever-valuation of the green ~ates in the three countries in question, the

application of the agri-monetary system would give rise to expenditure by the

EAGGF, since the products to which nione:t.9J:Y92I1lpensatory amounts apply are

.-- " "",,

generally those in which the applicant countries ' have a shortfall.
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The analyses which have been carried out 
seem to show that a

fairly broad convergence of interests, not restricted to anyone of

the parties involved, speaks in favour .of a cautious approach to the

integration process in agriculture. The disadvantages of speeding up

this process seem fairly evenly balanced among the parties and in general

exceed the advantages which one or other of them might anticipate.

Rapid integration which was not accompanied by substantial

structural change might cause increased production of some products

thereby accentuating market imbalances. The ill effects of this would

be a burden on the whole of society through the increased wastage of

resources caused by the destruction or irrational use of surplus products.

In the present member countries of the Community they would, however

be felt mainly, in the absence of correcting factors, by farms with

structural weaknesses and in particular those specializing in

Mediterranean products, which are less well protected by the support

arrangements of , the common agricultural policy and would suffer more

competition from the new member countries.

For a large number of farms concentrated in certain regions, the

structural factor, in conjunction with physical and climatic conditions,

makes it practically impossible to change to other types of farming in

order to adapt supply to changing demand and thereby profit from the

positive effects of an enlarged market and growing demand in sorne

sectors , part i cularly for livestock products.

The applicant countries would receive some financial advantages

(Community financing of agricultural policy) and would profit from

the abolition of the remaining customs duties which the Community applies

to their products and from the effects of the mechanisms provided for

by the common agricultural policy (reference prices, protective clauses

and some quantitative restrictions ), particularly in respect of

Mediterranean products, in which they would be most competitive.

, Products in Annex III to Regulat ion ' 035/72 on the common organi zat ion of
the market in fruit and vegetables.
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However, demand for these products is often in elastic and supply is

determined by structural conditions and is therefore very rigid. An

increas.e in the supply would therefore exert constant pressure on prices
and could reduce or even absorb any advantage to be obtained from an

increase in the volume of exports.

Moreover , if the t~ree applicants were, without adequate structural

preparation, to give up the various agricultural policy measures (import

restrictions, direct and indirect aid, etc. ) which at present guarantee
a certain balance in production and incomes between Mediterranean

products and others, particularly livestock products, this could worsen

their already adverse trade balances. Th.e structural situation and the

unfavourable climatic conditions are considerable handicaps to lines
of production which are more vulnerable in their case, such as .coarse
grains, milk and meat in particular.

More generally, the unphased adoption of the common agricultural policy,

which must achieve Community objectives and is subject to Community

constraints, may in some cases run counter to the specific development

needs of a given country. For example, the measures to eliminate

structural surpluses in the Community as a whole could increase the

difficulties of a Member State which might , individually, be greatly

in deficit and whose deficit weighed heavily on its trade balance.

Individual economic balance still plays an essential role in view of

the unsat isfactory degree of development of Community pol i ci es other
than the agricultural policy (lack of economic and monetary union,

limited development of regional policy, etc.

The growth in production and the changes in trade flows might

also affect non-member countries other than the applicants for whom

at present t~e Community is the principal outlet for agricultural

products.

These changes could be felt particularcLy. Y-Jhe n~Jh-member Mediterranean

... \""'."' "

countries, whose products are in direct competition with those of the
applicants and who would see the relative advantages provided by the

preferential agreements with the Community eroded.



CHAPTER F

EXTERNAL RELATIONS AND ENLARGEMENT
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The effects of enlargement on the Community 's external relations

are likely, given the production and external trade structures of the

applicant countries , to make themselves felt most strongly in the

Community' s relations with Mediterranean countries , developing

countries , particularly the ACP States , and those countries covered
by the Generalized System of Preferences.

XX. 1 . COMMUNITY POLICY TOWARDS THE MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES

TURKEY

The Agreement concluded in Ankara in 1963 set up between the

Community and Turkey an association similar in structure , scheduled

development and political intent to the Athens Agreement.
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The Association has progressed through successive stages in

whi ch the preva it i ng atmosphere var i ed cons i derably.

In 1974 relations entered a very critical phase and have

deteriorated ever since. Indeed, since the Association Council meeting,

finally held in D.ecember 1976 after repeated postponements due to

persistent tensions between the two parties, this deterioration has

been giving grounds for the gravest concern both in Turkey and in

the Community.

Admittedly, the Association has not been going well for Turkey

in the economi~ and trade sectors, as emerges clearly from the report

of the expert working party set up by the Association Council in 1975

to study the effects of the growi ng imbalance in Turkey I s trade with

the Community 
1 since 1973. The causes of the imbalance are both

structural and cyclical.

No real improvements have been made since 1976. This is

essentially because the prospect of enlargement , and in particular

of Greek accession, has prompted Turkey to think in terms of a

lSee Table 60..
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modific~tion in the Association links.

NaturalLy, Turkey is aLso concerned about the economic effects of the

accession of the three appLicant countries. The probLem areas are

sensitive industries, the empLoyment prospects of Turkish workers in

the Community (whose earnings are cruciaL to Turkey s baLance of

payments) and, above aLL, agricuLture. NevertheLess, the nature

of EEC-Turkey trade flows and the reLative size of th.e trade eLement

in the Association ties mean that the economic impact of enLargement

wi Ll be feLt Less strongLy by Turkey than by the other Mediterranean
countries.

Because of the Ankara Agreement, Turkey wiLL aLso be the onLy

associate country to have free movement of workers with the Community

by 1986.

Affi rming as it has since 1963 its concern for balanced relations

the Council stressed when accepting Greece s application that it

wouLd take care to ensure that the pLanned enLargement of the

Community had no adverse effect on the normaL deveLopment of the

Association ties with Turkey.

The Community must therefore hoLd to this Line and seek, in cLose

coLLaboration with Turkey, the practicaL soLutions that will have to

be adopted to transLate this poLiticaL wiLL into reaLity.
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XX. 2. COUNTRIES COVERED BY THE OVERALL APPROACH

The Community s need for a spedfic Meoiterranean policy was
recognised from the inception of 4;:he European institutions 1
Subsequently, the importance ')f a cer":.ain uf"liformity in the thE!ory and

pratice of our relations with virtual1.y al-- the Medite.rl"anea"l countries
was forcefully reiterc-ted by the assembled Heads of State or
Government of the Member States and new members of the European

Community (Paris Summit of October ~972). They emphasized ~hat
(The Community) at":.aches essential importance to the policy of

assoc-ia":.ion as confirmed in the Treaty of Accession and to the
ful f'i lment of its commitments to the countries of the Mediterranean
basin with wh': ch agreements have been or will be concluded, agreements

which should be the subject of an overall and balanced approach"

A series of agreemef"lts giving effec": to this po~~ tical will were

concluded with the Maghreb countries, Israel, the Mashreq countries

Malta and Cyprus; these were intended to lay - or in certain cases

restore - the foundations for an improvement in the economic balance and

thus contribute towards the political stability of the whole European

Mediterranean region.

The accession of Greece, Portugal and Spain will indeed help to

stabi l ize the northern Mediterranean area economi cally, and therefore
politically. Closer analys';s reveals, however, that prof:kms are Likely
to occur for certain southern Mediterranean countries and Malta and Cyprus,

and in certain sectors of the economy.

See P,rotocols to the Treaty of Rome",~_"
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One thing is certain, however the problems in agriculture will

differ from those in industry, and their extent will vary among the

countries concerned according to the relative importance for each

country of the two sectors.

MAGHREB, MASHREQ, ISRAEL

An analysis of overall trade between the Community and its

Mediterranean partners gives us an initial idea of the extent of the

problems. Table 61 , which sets out import and export

figures for the EEe and both its southern Mediterranean partners (" the

Eight" ) and the appl icant countries (" the Three ), shows that the

importance of the Eight to the Community as trading partners is roughly

the same as that of the appl icant countries.

The Eight therefore constitute a signifi cant out let for Community goods

(approximately 7% of tota l exports) , with a dynamic market and a trade

balance showing a large EEC surplus. There is no doubt, however, that

if this imbalance were to increase still further as a result of

enlargement, the Community ' s export openings could well be restricted.

It has been shown that, in international trade, countries having a

trade defi cit with a given partner tend, when the defi cit reaches a

certain threshold, to turn to other suppliers.

As regards imports, the Community i san important market for six of
the eight southern Mediterranean countries, their exports to the Community

representing a considerable proportion of their total export trade

(1976 figures):

Morocco 1 54.

Algeria 1 56.

Tun i s i a 51.

Egypt 21. 7"1.

Syria 49.

Israel 36. 6,~

1975 figures.
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Agricul ture

Agriculture forms a key economic sector for most southern

Mediterranean countries. Table :62 ~B~O~ i~~ importance
of agriculture in terms of employment , trade and domestic productions.

It reveals, for example; that

- between 45 % and 55 % of the working population in Morocco and

Tunisia ~is employed in agriculture;

- agri culture accounts for over 20 % of GDP in Morocco , and

over 10 % of GDP in : TuDisia; the pJ:'oport1op. of
agricultural produce exported itself accounts for a significant

percentage of GDP ;

- in the case of Israel, Morocco and Tunisia, agricultural exports cover

between One quarter and one fifth of total exports to all countries.

Despite this, it should be borne in mind that of the Eight, only

Morocco (with the notable exceptions of 1974 and 1975) and Tunisi a
have a surplus on their agricultural trade balance, while the others

are net importers and, with the exception of Lebanon, have growth

rates for agricultural production that are lower than the growth

in demand;

- for the main agricultural products (citrus fruit , preserved fruit

wine, tomatoes, preserved vegetables and olive oil) imported by the

EEC from the Mediterranean region the applicant countries are

generally ~peaking bigger suppliers than the southern Mediterranean

countries.

The large Community market is a crucial factor for the agricultural,

sector. Table \ fand~ ~fsh~w that in ,the cC3:se ofI\iorocco
Tunisia and Israel, exports of agricutt-tJrall?:f',od~f,\~" t~L.the Community

represent between 63 % and 70 % of total agricultural exports.
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Accordingly, enlargement, which would increase the Community

of Twelve s self-supply rate for certain of these products, could

in some c~ses pose economic problems that would be di fficult to

resolve. This is particularly true of Morocco, Tunisia and Israel

but is also true of the other countries to a lesser extent.

Moreo\ler, the new marketing terms offered to the applicant

countries could lead in the long run to increases in their production,

particularly of fresh or processed Mediterranean produce.

There could thus be strong pressure within the twelve-member

Community for the introduction of restrictive measures, which if

adopted would increase still further the difficulties facing certain

agricultural products from the southern Mediterranean countries on

the Community market.

Also , it should not be forgotten that enlargement ought to

help to opening the three applicants ' markets to the southern

Mediterranean countries.
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Indust ry

Acute competition problems ~re liable to arise even in the industrial sector.

The Community s main manufactured imports from the southern Mediterranean

countries consist of a relatively small number of products

Breakdown of manufactured exports

to the EEC

texti le products (y~rn, fabrics and
garments)

petroleum products
chemicals and artificial fertilizers

iron and steel products

precio~s stones 

32.

other

19.

14.

19.

12.

100%

An analysis of the str~ct~re of exports from the Eight and from the three

applicant countries to the Community shows that a large proportion of

their trade is in direct competition. This is particularly true of

textiles, petroleum products , chemicals and artificial fertilizers
and iron and steel products

44% of Israeli exports
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Main EEC manufactured imports

from app li cant countries and southern Mediterranean countries

1976 million EUR

Country

Textile
products

Petroleum

products Chemicals

Iron ands tee l
products

Greece 341 . 163. 43. 24.

Spa in 178. 7 102. 127. 166.

Portuga l 223. 2
42. 24.

A 1geri a
63. 19.

Morocco 98. 13.

Tum Sla 112. 51.8

Egypt 24. 94.

Jordan
Lebanon

Syria
Israel 89. 26. 64.

Tota l

app l i cant 743. 271. 213. 202.

count r i es

Tota l
southern 332. 194. 142. 25.

Mediterranean
countries

This finding is borne out by an anaLysis of the source of Community imports

of manufactured products; in 1976 the Community bought over four and a haLf

times moremanulactures from the three applicants 
(3300 milLion ElJR) than

from the eight southern Mediterranean countries (749 mi Ll ion EuR).

The new conditions of competition arising from enlargement will affect all

the southern Mediterranean countries, since generally speaking they all

export to the Community the products Listed 
above.
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Nevertheless, there is a risk that in the early stages certain countries

would be more severely affected, owing to the greater part played by

manufacturing industry in their economies or overall exports; for
different reasons Egypt, Syria and Israel fall into this category (see

Table 65). The prospects for industrial development and the

r~sulting eXport opportunities for certain countries, such as Algeria

should; of course, also be borne in mind..

The effect of enlargement would in theory be to p lace manufactures from

the Eight, which are already entit led to duty-free entry, and from spain
which provides roughly two thirds of total exports from the applicant

countries, on an equal tariff footing. This implies the Loss of a
relative advantage for the southern Mediterranean countries. The effects

of such a loss could, however, be mitigated by the improved access to the

new members ' markets, which in addition are conveniently located.

The real danger facing the southern Mediterranean countries stems rather

from the fact that enlargement may increase the Community s production

surplus in certain fields, leading to .an upsurge of protectionist

pressure fr.om industries feeling themselves at risk. The southern

Mediterranean countries could then find themselves the target for

restrictive measures or limitations , in a situation analogous to that

experienced in 1977 in the text i le industry.

Such a state of affairs would call into question the whole of the trade

element in the cooperation agreements with the southern Mediterranean

countries , the Community having consi stent ly taken the stand that
these countries should concentrate on developing an industrial sector

rather than boosting agricultural productibn. Indeed,

Greece and Portugal already enj oy access to the Community market
on the same conditions as the Eight.
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industry already plays an important part in the economy of these

countries, and should lead the way in thei r development.

Labour

One final factor to be taken into account is the effect of enlargement

on the emigration of workers from the countries in question, in particular

the Maghreb countries.

At the end of 1976 an estimated 710 000 Maghreb citizens were working in

the Community, including 450 000 Algerians , 180 000 Moroccans and

85 000 Tuni sians.

The foLLowing table gives a breakdown of immigration from this source

into the main Community countries of destination

Belgium Germahy France Netherlands

Alger i ans 000 500 440 000

Mo rocc ans 000 500 130 000 000

Tuni S 1 ans 000 000 70 , 000 900

The Maghreb cooperation agreements simp ly confi rm the principle of equal

treatment for Maghreb and national workers as regards working conditions

pay and social security, making no reference to ac.cess to employment.

Responsibi l ity for recruiting Maghreb workers lies with the Member States,

who must, however, give priority in employment to Community workers;

the sole exception is France, where privileges are accorded to Algerian

workers under the Evian Agreements, allowances being made for this in

the Community rules.
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Lastly, these countries derive a large part of the resources needed to

achieve balance of payments equilibrium from their emigrant, workers

savings &'1d the free movement of workers in the Cormrrunity of Twelve

may have an effect on the openings for that labour.

Conclusions

The above analysis shows that the enlargement of the Community could give

rise to certain trade imbalances causing economic and social problems
, with

possible political repercussions, in the countries concerned, unless

some .attempt is made to strike a new balance and find new areas of

complementarity between the southern Mediterranean countries and the

new Community.

In short, if enlargement has the effect, as is likely, of inaugurating

the gradual easing of access for S,:Janish, Greek and Portuguese products

to the markets of the other Member States, to the detriment of simi lar products

fr.om the Eight,. theq the latter countries would be faced with increasingly

serious diffi cul ties to whi ch no easy solution could be found. The need

to redirect their trade - in practice, to switch to new types of production

- would involve these countries in major adjustments and expenditure.

far exceeding their own means, all of which would take considerable 
time.

In thi s connection, the maximum advantage must obviously be taken of
the transitional periods
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in order to implement the adjustments needed in various sectors

in the Communi ty and the southern Mediterranean countries alike.

An overall ~trategy covering all aspects of economic and social
development in the enlarged Community and the southern Mediterranean

countries would ensure that consistent measures were adopted.

These adjustments should be defined through active cooperation based

on a. joint examination of the two sides ' agricultural and industrial

situations and of the prospects offered by the markets"

The measures adopted in the context of this cooperation would of course

have to be consistent with the other objectives of the new Community and

should accordingly be integrated into a larger overall structural prog-

ramme of the type proposed in Part I.

Although it would be premature to a.nticipate the nature of those measures
at the present stage in the proceedings, some broad guidelines can be

sketched out..

In the agricultural sector, it will be a question of:

facilitating, if necessary, certain changes in the structure of

production in the southern Mediterranean countries to match their

domestic food requirements and developing, wherever possible, the

cultivation of protein-rich products, in which Europe shows a large

deficit.

Community financial aid programmes should be used extensively for

these purposes.
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As regards the industrial sector, industrial cooperation should be

strengthened, and trade between the enlarged Community and the southern

Mediterranean countries developed. Here the need is to find ways

(i) to ensure that investments can be di rected to take acco'unt of

ma rket out let s;

(i i) to analyse the trade flows between the two groups of countries,
with the aim of avoiding where possible excessively sharp

increases in the flow towards either of the partners"

(b) MAL TA AND CYPRUS

These countries concluded Association Agreements with the Community

in 1970 (Ma l ta) and 1972 (Cyprus). The Agreements are intended to lead
eventually to the establishment of a customs union. Economic and financial
cooperation have also been negotiated under the Overa 

II Approach.

The main characteristics of the two islands can be summarised as

follows :strategically important location; small area and population~
economy dependent , particularly in the case of Cyprus, on agriculture
processing industries and touri sm;
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trade carried on mainly with the United Kingdom; and emigration to

Eng l i sh-speak i ng count ri es.

As regards trade, the 1974 figures show that trade (import/export)

with the Community represents 51% of overall trade for Cyprus and 65%

for Ma lta. The accession of Greece alone would raise this figure, in the

case of Cyprus , to 59% of imports and 56% of exports

It i s likely, moreover, that in the short and medium term trade flows wit 
be concentrated sti l l further on the nine and twelve-member Community.

The longer-term trend \"i l l depend on both the trade arrangements

accorded by the Community to the i slands and the development of markets

in the Middle East , for Cyprus , and North Africa , for Malta.

Malta and Cyprus are at present enjoying duty-free access to the

Community market for their industrial exports and tariff concessions

on most of their agricultural exports.

Problems lie ahead for EEC-Cyprus trade relations in the agri cul tural

sector, and these may be exacerbated in the case of certain major

products (fruit and vegetabLes, wine) by the inclusion in the Community

of three new Mediterranean countries.

The gravity of the situation

i s increased by the fact that agri cultura l products make up 85% of the

island' s e~ports.

In any event, the measures out lined above wouldneed to take account of Malta and Cyprus, whose situatiors are

simi lar, if not to the same extent , trL~ach r.ase , to those of the other

countries covered by the Community s Mediterranean poL iCY.

on accession, Greece would have to endorse the terms of the Association
Agreement with Cyprus , to which it current ly app l ;es 18 thi rd-country
treatment.
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(c) YUGOSLAVIA

1. Under an Agreement concluded in 1973, Yugoslavia has non-preferential
l inks with the Community but, through the General ized System of Preferences,

enjoys privileged access to the Community market. It is difficult, however,

to assess the exact impact of the GSP on Yugoslav trade with the Community,

since approximately 40% of the country ,;; foreign trade has traditionally

been with the Community for reasons of geographical proximity.

The general points made in the section deal ing with the repercussions of

en largement on the GSP natura lly app ly to Yugos lavi 

2. Enlargement threatens , to erode, in "market share" terms, the position

of certain Yugoslav exports on the Community market.

Yugoslavia will face stiff competition from the applicant countries on the

Community market because of thei r comparable Level of development and

similar export structure. The development of trade with Yugoslavia will

depend to a large extent on the influence that enlargement has on the GSP.

The adoption of the GCT by the three applicants might, however, help to

stimulate exports to those countries. Yugoslavia currently has relatively

littLe trade with them, the one exception being Greece, which
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imports considerCible quClntities of YugoslClv beef Clnd veCil Clnd sheepmeClt

but Greece s Clccession Clnd its subsequent Clpp l i cCition of Community preference

might result in YugoslClviCi progressively losing this export trClde.

It must not be forgotten, however, thClt the reCil problem in the
Community s retCitions with YugoslClviCi remCiinsCi pol it i cCil one Clnd thClt the

deteriorCition in economic relCitions , which is CllreCidy tClking plClce Clnd

is likely to get worse, is hClmpering YugoslClviCl s Clttempts to strike 

bCllCince bet ween its ECistern Clnd Western pClrtners. A s it is di if i cut t 

see what re~iprocCil concessions could be ffiCide in the trClde field under 
hon-preferentiCil Clgre.ement, it will probClbly be necessCiry to look for

ClrrClngements in the fiMnciCit or sociCit fields Or under the ESP"

The social field is relatively important given the large number of

Yugoslav workers employed in the Community" At the end of 1976 it was

estimated that 460 000 Yugoslavs were employed in the Community, of whom

387 000 in Germany and 50 000 in France" However, since these workers

are highly skilled problems will arise only in the longer term.
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One last point that will have to be taken into considera~on in
assessing the effects of enlargement on relitions with Yugoslavia is the
question of transport. In view of its geographical position, the question

of transportation and transit through Yugoslavia is of crucial importance

to Greece , and afteraocession th i s wi II become a matter for the
Community, whi ch will probably have to negotiate an agreement in thi s

sector with Yugoslavia. It is clear that the Community will be faced

at that moment with demands from the Yugos lavs on wh i ch it wi II probab ly

have to give way.

XXI. DEVELOPMENT POLICY

Accession is also likely to have certain important consequences for

the consolidation of the Community s development cooperation pol icy.

The fact that the applicant countries are in an intermediate position

between the developed and the devaoping countries may create awkward problems

for the consolidation of development pol icy. For some years now,
major efforts have been made to harmonize and coordinate cooperation

pol icies within the Community. The results of these efforts have been

particularly visible at a number of international meetings, where the

Community has been able to coordinate its contribution or even speak

with a single voice (as in the CIEC).
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The accession of the three appt icant countries may have two types of

consequences here:

( i) it may slow down the overall process of harmonizing the cooperation

poli des of the Member States and hamper the consolidation of the
Community s development pol icy; it is possible, for examp le, that

it will become more diffi cult in future to enter into certain

internal or external commitments to increase aid (such as the anA target
of 0. 7% of GNP, the proportion of budget resources a llocated by the

Community to the various programmes of aid to developing countries,

etc.

(ii)it may lead to differences between the positions of the Member

States on a number of points which would have the effect of dividing

them into two separate categories and prevent the adoption of

coordinated or common Community position~ in international bodies.

Enlargement could also have the effect of bringing about certain changes

in the Community s policy on aid to non-associated countries.

An analysis of Spanish aid flows
1 shows that over the period 1969-73

Latin American countries received 69% of total Spanish commitments,

an average of 3 54 mi II ion per annum.

It is therefore not inconceivable that once it becomes a member

Spain might call for a special effort on the part of the Community

to include those countries in the l i.st of recipients of EEC
aid to non-associated countries.

0ECD data (excluding grants)
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XXI. THE ACP COUNTRIES

As far as relations with the ACP are concerned, one can argue that the

enlargement of the Community could generally benefit the ACP. However,

as a result of the elimination of customs duties and non-tariff measures

on products from the three applicant countries, certain ACP exports will

find themselves in competition with similar or substitute products, the

main products concerned being alcohol, textiles and certain preserves"

However, as regards specifically tropical products (coffee, tea, cocoa, spices)

the opening-up of the market will be benefi cial since the three
applicants currently levy .customs duties.

For the other important products exported by the ACP States - oi l ,
copper, ores, phosphates and wood - there should be no appreciable

change in the present situation. For ACP manufactured products, the

new situation could theoretically mean an extension of the potential

market.
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XXI. GENERALIijED PREFERENCES

Before studying the ; medium-term effects of enlargement

on the GSP it should be noted that the three appli cants are granted

preferences by a number of non-member countries wh i ch will be withdrawn

after accession.

Greece has in turn granted limited preferences (tariff concessions up

to a maximum of 20%) to a group of countries (including Spain, Turkey,

Yugoslavia, Israel, Tunisia, Egypt, etc. ) which have agreements with

the Community. Thi s problem wi II therefore be sett led when Greece

adopts the GSP and the preferential agreements on accession.

The foreseeable consequences extend beyond the technical .sphere

and affect the Community s chances of continuing its policy in this

field in the eighties in line with the intention it expressed in a

resolution adopted by the Council in March 1975"

Indeed, the possibility of extending and at the same time improving

the system, already reduced by the world economic recession, would seem

likely to become even lIl~re remote with enlargement..

For three years the world recession has accentuated the disparities between

the industral h',ed countries and the poorest of the developing countries;
it has also made the Community restrict its offers under the asp for
products affecting Community industries undergoing a crisis. This

year, for example, the nominal value of the Community s offer has increased

by only 2. , signifying a reduction in real terms for the first time.
The products for which the offer has been frozen are generally ones in

respect of whi ch the app l i cant countri es wi II cause an appreciable rise
in the Community s production capacity, thereby limiting even further

the chances of an improvement in the GSP for the developing countries.
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The Community could therefore be expected to experience increasing

difficul:f;ies in improving the system for both agricul turaland
processed agricultural products, and for manufactured products

considered sensi ti ve.
In concLusion, the present GSP may therefore be expected to

continue unti L 1980 without any recurrence of the major increase in
the voLume of the Community offer witnessed at the outset.

The app L i cation of the new system beyond 1980 wi L L LargeLy depend on

the recovery of the worLd economy and the Community s .abiL ity to

solve its internaL economic probLems, including the integration of

the three appLicant countries , whose economic structure puts them

in an intermediate position between the industr,~aL ized and the Less

deveLoped countrdes.

In any event , those countries which benefit from the GSP will also be

able to benefit from the opening-up of the markets of the three applicants.

THE GATTXXI.4. TARI FF POLICY

The foreseeabLe consequences of the accession of Greece, PortugaL

and Spain do not present any notabLe difficuLties

as regards the GATT aspects of muLtiLateraL reLations.

ALthough the enLargement agreements wiLL in any event have to be

presented and examined under Arti c Le XXIV of the Genera L Agreement,
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completion of the ensuing detailed discussion that it will be 
knololn

whether negotiations under Article XXIV (6) are necessary, such

examination should not give rise to any diffi 
culties.

The following can be ascertained from a general look at the

appli cant countries1 tariffs~

Industrial products

( i) For Portugal, the level of the bound duties is 
relati vely low

(these are mainly specific duties) and appear to be roughly

equivalent to their counterparts in the CCT. Almost all products

seem to be covered by bound duties, as is the case with
the

Community.

For Greece, the level of the bound duties is very much higher

(up to .60% ad valorem) than in the CCT. Furthermore, barely

3~~ of the tariff headings are affected by the GATT undertakings 1

(i i)

(iii) For Spain, the level of the duties bound under GATT is also

much higher than the bound duties in the CCT. 
There are relatively

few bound headings (less than 20% of the total'.

Setting aside Portugal, whose situation with regard to GATT is very

similar to that of the tommunity, it transpires that the incorporation

of the applicant countries ' tariff undertakings into the 
Common"

Customs Tariff will have a positive effect, given the high level

and limited number of duties bound by Greece and Spain for these

products.

1 Gree~e has alreadY aligned its duties on the CCT for 62%

of its imports and is in the pPBGess_o:f completing the "operation..

;,,

1;.

,...,
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XXI. 2. Agr icultural products

It would be difficult to make such definite pronouncements concerning

these products: the mere comparison of bound duties is not sufficient,
since they repr.es€!nt only small proportion of the whole; the volumes

of trade involved in each tariff line are likely to weigh heavi ly on

the results. However, without making too hazardous a guess", a balanced
situation may be predi cted.

The Community can therefore be expected to achieve \a positive overall result
in negotiations under Article XXIV (6), but it will be relatively minor

owing to the large difference between the Nine s volume of trade and that

of the appl icant countries with other countries.

With regard to the more general effects of enlargement on the Connnunity

bonunero1.al policy , account must also be taken of the following:

The applicant countries will have to adopt preferential arrangements

benefiting most other countries with the exception of the United

States, Canada , Austral ia, New Zealand and Japan. It should be noted
however, that these developed countries are precisely the ones which

traditionally, are most active in the defence of their trade interests

and that any contracting party has the right to request consultations

when it considers that an advantage to which it is entitled under the
General Agreement is or is lik~ to be undulycompromisedpya
preferent ia l arrangement or the subsequent extens ion of its scope.

Steps should be taken to ensure that, during the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations, Greece, Portugal and Spain do not grant other countries

tariff concessions at duties lowep.. thart.th~""

~p.

.duties or on products not
bound in the CCT (such as those subject to variable levies). The
three countries ' room for manoeuvre on tariffs is such that this could
be avoided.




